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ie INTtltltltICTIIN

Inimal Objectives for padding f.ssentialS) in f:ligfish. and Korean is

ovganlied by laveiI tor ties purpose of diagnostic testing and instruction tor

proti(lent hOrean 4todent4 In bilingual 00/or fnullati as

0corld 1414110W 04S4rOOMS Chia dc;res 00t mean that, a student .11004 he limited

to working on any obJective at 4 particular level the student should progress

through the sequence as he/Ow is able. this diagnostic Program is M101M414

not develepmental,

this program st+Jljest.s Chat Chit 40Vd10aoht Of tnglish reading skills by

limited Fnglish proficient student% should he based on childrens' first language

In term% of transferability of reading skill% in the area% of auditory/visual

discrimtnation. phoneme/grapheme correspondence structural analysis. vocabulary.

literal and Interpretive comprehension.

1. Transferring Heading Skills

ReSearch related to reading instruction In bilingual education has basically

centered on the initial language, the child's first language, to he used. From

a theoretical perspective, learning to read In one's home language will be

2
easier than learning to read a second lariguage, particularly an unfamiliar one.

'The learner brings to the task of learning to read his/her native language a

sykitactic and semantic knowledge of the language which makes it possible to

predict the meaning.of the written form.

Three major assumptions have dominated curricular suggestion in bilingual

literacy programs. One common assumption guiding the instruction has been

that before children can learn to read, they must have oral proficiency in the

language to be used.. This suggests that children should be taught either to

read in their native language or that before bilingual children are introduced



to English rending, thay,muswt have oral command of kngl itih. Teeching English

as a leCOnd Language ahOOld definitely begin with oral 1400u40 development

and therefore, before bilingual children cell learn to reed English+ they must

be able to Onderatend end speak it effectively. If the child Uses his/her

motive language at home, reeding should be taught In that language. And Intel'.

sive 'oral language training in the second language Is recommended before teach-

ing reeding in that language.

A se and assumption about reeding instruction' 1n a language other then

English, Particularly Korean, is that since It has' regular grepheme-phoneme

correspondence, It Is easier for the child to learn to.read Initially to/the

native language by introducing the relationship between sound and letters using

phonics as the basic focus. This view grows from the Implicit belief that

literacy In alphabetically written language is Mainly learning the letter-sound

or phoneme-grapheme relationships. Neither Chinese nor Japanese has corres-

pondence on a phoneme-grapheme level to the spelling system of the language.

However, people can tolerate a great deal of orthographic complexity in reading

because syntactic and semantic factors minimize the dependency on the ortho

graphy.

Spelling Englishnls complex but that has little to do with the difficulty

of reading it. The greater "regularity" in correspondence between sound and

spelling in other languages does not make them easier to learn to read. Read-

ing problems are not unique to reading English.

A third assumption is related to the sound, the decoding fallacy. It is

based on an unexamined view of the reading process. Few writers of bilingual

reading programs address themselves to how the reading process works except.in

responding to print with speech;,this mislabeled "decoding." This

,idea is linked with the second assumption to conclude that the degree of re-

gularity of the relationship between sounds and letters will determine the way

literacy is acquired.



M4fly Method* in rho re4ChInu Or ilreraCy In fAylloh include ingenteu

404 e: Apia* lravivas tO ohow they undoriyino 4y4tom in 4 writeen 14601400e that

is ititilk;tan and erFtan t11004 irroolar. thd !cordon writliej 5yslarrr, Lilly tho

othor hand, has roldtivoly eticOM d Ie 004 phonoo-qraphomo r nrre uindesnt o with

row irrotploritio§. the hoplic Hon for readinu n and hilinqual

education h that many or the methodologies employod to tdat'h literacy In

lAigliah do net Apply to the teaching of that skill in Korean.

S0100 languages are 0400r ,to 104,11 to road than others. the grantor the

phonetic correspondence between tho written symbol and tho sounds, the easter

the 1d1p4t10 is to decode and (on equently to road. Dotoding skills arc

easier to learn in Spanish and Navajo because the !-;pakh and Navajo written

codes are phonetically consistent with the oral language. there Is not re-

search evidence to support the idea that 4 language with a More regular

orthography Is easter to learn to read, Nor is there any research evidence

to support the more gen.nral assumption that one language is easier to learn

to read than another, that the reading process is different in different lan-

guages, or that different: methods are more appropriate for teaching literacy

In one language rather than.another.

For practical purposes and on the above assumptions this book gives minimal

objectives for reading essentials in English and Korean for the purpose of

diagnostic testing and instruciton in bilingual education at the primary level

(Grades 1-3).

2. Issues on Transferring Reading Skills

The building of English reading skills upon a child's previously developed

-skills in Korean depends on the contrastive.analysis of linguistic differences

between the Korean language and English. These differences should be part of

10
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444h p11104Wal e4(e4;atio0 ther'4 thcieretical 440410watt 141p0c that they

61$ proth4ily appllad to the tia44loom to ta4 trae4rev441 I ity or it:44411-1g

411,1114, 1001 litraotiva analy414 4hool4 be fatievani 4p iri 411w to touilah

%ch-eM4 lanuoatic In (he sense that 1 t rit1440t tsit tUt-6 ital Is as

miohi polo prolfloma 4patiri ally tor (ha koroau 01114 IaalIntel r'aad1ii skills

Iii 0101i4h 44 a n4 language= As 4(064 it Id45td4 titliil 4iit i srn

troata 44 mfoht 44io4titt.to prohlo:m 4c644 r o4tivot 4044k -r tholi4h (dare,

ing ord4o 44 4 tord440 or 4CcOlid language in 11114 40Aud am alaysis should

he tint directional, no( hi directional. Natmoti or th 40 childreu itlto tqw04

F0441119 4A44404 in order that they /lust aoguire reading sktlis in their

stronger language, is the most Otiniritani goal or bilingual education. In

this sense, bilingual etitu'_atiOt is a frm of individual lied instruction lies ause

it gives the teacher an opportunity to capital Ito on student strengths. loaf hors

should Identify anti use oath thild's learning strengths to eliminate othitailonal

deficits. In this sense, a more dominant language Is 4 learning strength or

instructional tool.

the process of intoqratInq cognitive skill dev lopment with language as

slam( is less difficuht than it may appear, litiliting a tounitively based

approach or a teacher-made approach, will result in the implementation or a

transferability model that is more sound and more successful bec,use the child-

rem will be acquiring reading skill% and transferring skills from their cogni-

tively. stronger language. Children with stronger cognitive abilities or pro-

ficiencies in Korean and those to whom we refer in the definition of bilingual

education, provision of dominant language instruction to non and limited English

proficient students. Therefore, the stronger language should be identified in

order to answer the basic question, "who are the children to be served by bilin-

gual education?" In this way we may link the accurate identification and selection
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will then also promote the ft ii.tforrinq of applitid tm trItM I.:ocean

into Ingli.0)

thvb71toipa1 teachers should determine the iegre tt .1 reading ',kills

trat1',tc'r..1 i 1 I ty problem is t. I by language or !nett t 1 rt. ,1,3 (t't

hOU 1 a al so ride r t and ti linqul t i s of r eks nq r o it t

notions at tai:hed to reading a 1 311 q 9t, process and I ti fit; ti ti 'A iilY7imonit 411 ton

process The bilingual toather working will transferability (mist under !and

reading as a visual and perceptual task, thinking as well lLas reading as personal_
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emotional and social communication.





If bilinguallitchildren are to participate' in reading transferability activi-
.

'tie's Which capitalize on their earliest congitive-development in Korean, and

are appropriate to their individual- needs, primary level bilingual classroom"

teachers must be reading specialists to a certain degree: 'They must have a

:coMpreteniive understandingof reading and the degree to, which a,child's English

reading difficulties are due to'reading and/or language deficits. If a teacher

:8Is aware of other signs associated with primaryeading difficulties (e.g.

inappropriate posture, difficulty with manipulations, lack of ability to organize

details, etc.) he/she will realize the lrobleM ft.one of reading rather than

language and will proyide'remedies in_Kbrean to allow the transference into

English to come from strength rather than weakness.

The children are affected by the language rules of their native language

and tend to transpose many of the language rules and concepts into,the English

'language. A-bilingual teacher working closely with an ESL component, can

capitalize on the structural differeptes of the two languages and utilize them

as instructional tools rather than linguistic interferences.' If bilingual dt

teaCherSbecome more aware of the degree.to which. these contrasts interfere with

a smooth transition, they can use the differences in their teaching rather than

respond to the differences;as hurdles. With awareness of the contrastive analysis

between the two languages in a program, teachers will fully understand reasons

,
for errors in oral English, confusion in English silent reading, techniques Or

making a more accurate transition into English speaking and hierarchies with

which to present students an understanding of the language differences.

3. Phonological Contrasts

We will discuss phonological comparison betWeen English and Korean, espedially

as they relate to. (1) individual sounds (or phonemes), (2) sounds (or phonemes)

in sequence, and (3) stress and intonation. We need to attach the following expo-

'3
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sitory notes. Firstly, we will use the superscript,h to indicate that the sound

in question is aspirated (e.g. ph, th, kh, chh). Secondly, we will use a fortis

'glottalized' consonant (.e.g. pp, tt, kk, chch). Thirdly, we will use a plain

cbnsonant symbol to indicate that the iobstruent), aonsonant-is an unaspirated

lenis variety (e:g. p,t,k,ch). Fourthly.,, we will use 'ae' to indiOte,the vowel

in quettion is roughly equivalent to th'e English vowel as in 'bad' or 'bag.'

3.1 Individual Sounds

3.1.1 Voiceless "vs: Voiced.Obstruents. The.EngliSh consonants., except f4pr

nasals and liquids, are called obstruents. The English obstruents come in pairs,

where each pair consists of a voiceless obstruent and its vowel counterpart. Thus

English has such pairs as p/b, t/d, k/g, ch/j, s/z, etc.

On the other hand, Korean does not have corresponding obstruent pairs. In-

stead, Korean has triads or triplets of voiceless pbstruents, where each triplet

consists-of a lenis (soft) voiceless obstruent,its aspirated counterpart, and

its fortis (hard) 'glottalized' counterpart. Thus Korean has such triplets as

piphipp, t /th /tt, k/kh/kk, and ch/chh/chch. The only exception here is the pair

s/ss, where there is no aspirated version of the obstruent in question.

We may say that the lenis obstruent in Korean is the closest to the voiced
4'

obstruent in English while the aspirated obstruent in Korean is the closest to

the voiceless obstruent in English. As an example, let us consider the triplet

p/ph/pp in Korean and the pair p/b in English. Here the Korean p is the closest

to the English b while the Korean ph is the closest to the English p.

As a result, Korean learners often use lenis obstruents in Korean from voiced

obstruents in English. Alio they often use aspirated obstruents in Korean for

voiceless obstruents in English. Thus they often make mistakes by saying 'tik'

for 'dig,' 'tok' for 'dog,' kot' for 'god,' and so on.



TO

.Korean'learn'erstend to aUtomattcally transfer aspirated Korean obstruents

for, voiceless English dbstruents.: 1.1e may note that the English p, t, and k

are typically aspirated immedlatelyibefore a stressed vowel while they are'nof

'orlvery weakly aspiratedreiteiihere. They are typically unaspirated immediately
0

. !

'after as in 'star,' 'spin,',orYskin.' This being the situation, the main

problem for Korean learners lies in, their tendency to aspirate all voiceless

stops in English -regardless Of their positiOn. Thus they often make mistakes

by'aspirating their tit', p' s, even Where tileysh uld not be aspirated,

for example, even.after 's' as in 'speak, 'steam,' and kate.
,

3.1.2. 'p' vs. 'f' English has the 'p /f' AistInctionfWhile 'Korean does not

As a consequence, Korean learners often have difficulty in hearing the difference

between these two English sounds. Thus they often find it hard to discriminate

between 'pine' and fine,' 'pile' and 'file,' ,'leap' and 'leaf,' pat' and 'fat;'

'lap' and 'laugh,' cup' and 'cuff,' and so on.

Since Korean does not have 'f' and-since 'phi happens to be the closeit thing

that Korean has to the English 'f,' Korean learners often li'e\the Korean ph for

the English f. Thus they often 'say 'pine' for 'fine,' pile' for 'file,"pound'.

for 'found,' pour' for 'four,' pin' for 'fin,' 'pan' for 'fan,' 'leap' for

'leaf,' pat' for 'fat,' lap' for 'laugh,' cup' for 'cuff,' opt' for 'oft,'

and so on.

Since they often transfer ph for the English p.also, the p/f contrast is

often lost entirely in their English.

3.1.3. 'b' vs 'v' English has the b/ distinction while'Korean does not.

As a result, Korean learners often have difficulty in hearing the difference

between these two English sounds. Thus they often find it hard to discriminate

between 'ban' and vari,' 'bow' and 'vow,' 'bat' and 'vat,' bet and 'vet,'

'curb' and 'curve,' 'robe' and 'rove,' and so on.

A
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Since Korean does not have 'b' and since 'p' is the closest thing Korean

has to the English b, Korean learners often use the Korean p.for the Eriglish

b. Thus they often say 'pan' for 'ban,". pac0 for 'back,' for 'brick.'

'cap' for 'cab,' 'cup' for 'cub,' and soon.

Since Korean learners'often use the Korean p for both b and v' in English,

the b/v contrast is often lost irk their English.

3.1.4 's' ys. 'z' English has, the s/z, distinction while Korean does not.

However, Korean learners do not seem to have difficulty hearing, the difference

between the two' sounds probably because one is distinctly voiced while the other

is dis ctly voiceless.

. TStrice Kd'ean'does not have 'z,' since the. Korean. s is pre-empted for the

J 4

EnglisfFs,--and since 'ch' is the closest thing left to -'zer, Korean ,learners'
, .

often transfer the Korean Ch'for the English z. As wresult, they often say
t4

'chipper' for 'zipper,"chest'. for 'zest,' chew' for'zoo,' and so on.

Note herethat the Korean ch is often transferred'for the English too.

The result is that Korean learners often make no distinCtion between and

'j' in English. In other words, the z/j contrast is often lost in their-English.

/ 3.1.5 '1' vs. 'r' English has the l/r contrast' while Korean does not.

The result is that Korean learners often have difficulty in hearing the difference
a

between these two English sounds. Thus they-often find it difficult to discrimi-

nate 'light' from 'right,' load' from'road,"lead' from 'read,' 'lid' from

rid, led from 'red,"low' from 'row,"lay' from 'ray,' 'cloud'' from 'crowd,'

and so on.

Since Korean has one sound that is at the same time similar to the English

1 and r, Korean learners often transfer this in-between sound for both 1 and r

in English. The result is that the l/r distinction is often lost or mixed up in

their English.
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3.1.6 'th' The English th, either vo4ced.or voiceless; is non-existent

in Korean. As such, it is often difficult for Korean learners to learn to use.

Since 's' is the closest thing Korean has to the English 'voiceless th,

Korean learners often use the Korean s for the voiceless English th. Thus

they often make mistakes.by saying 'sin' for 'sing' for 'thing,' sree"

for 'three,' 'srow' for 'throw,' 'sief' for 'thief, and so on.

It is interestinthat they also often have 'difficulty in hearing the

,difference between 's' and theuoiceiess 'th' inAnglish. Thus they often
.4,

find tt hard to tell 'sick' from 'thicrk,','sin' from 'thin,' sigh' from

'thigh,' and so on.

Since 't' is the closest thing Korean has to .the voiced English th, Korean

learners often use their, t for'the voiced English 'W. Thus they often make

w

mistakes by saying 'tis"' for 'this,' "ten' for qfien,': 'them,'itenL for. 'them, 'tat'.

for 'that,' 'tey' for 'they,' and so on. \

It is interesting that they also often find, it-hard to hearthe difference

between the voiced th and d, which-they often identify with the Korean t. Thus. .

they often have difficulty in discriminating between 'den' and ,ilthen,"does''-

and 'thus,' and so on.

3.1.7 Short.vs. Long The contrast between the short and long i: is

lost in some dialectsd4 Korean and is fast disappearing in most dtalects-Of

Korean. On the other hand, the contrast between the long and short i is

fairly productive' in_EngliSh, as .is at4sted to by such word pairs as 'beat/

bit,' 'heat /hit,' seat/sit,"eat/it,' 'lead /lid,' 'heed/hid,' and so on.

Korean learners, in'whose dialects of prean the contrast between the long .

and short i is lost, find it difficult to hear the difference between the two

iarieties.of 1 in English. They also find it hard to yroducethe two varieties

of i in English correctly.

7
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Thus they often find it hard to hear the difference between 'beat' and

'heat' and 'hit,' reach' and 'rieh," and so on. They also find it

hard to correctly pronounce 'beat' as opposed to 'bit,' eat' as opposed to

'it,' read' as opposed to 'rid,' and so on.
c

3.1.8 Short vs. Long 'u' Like the distinction between the long and short.

i, the distinction between the long sand short 11 is lost -Utmost dialects of

4 Korean. On the other hikithis distinction is 'alive and, well' in English.

As a result, Korean learners often have'difficulty in hearing the difference

between the. short and-long u in English. Thus they often find it hard to tell

'Luke' from 'look.' They also, often fall to-produCtively discriMinate between

the long and short u. Thus in their pronounciation of English.,-no difference

is discernible between ,11..Ue' and 'look, for example.

3.1.1:rejl vs..174e 7 The Ontrast beiweek'e' :(as in .!--Met') and el
=

..(as in 4nat') is, 1ost in ,many of e dialectsspokeri in SouthKorea, today. ThUs

Koreanlearner0iften.f0d i t- di fi Cdft.to hear thedifference between- these

two sounds in English. They alsofind it 'hard to :productively discriminate

between these two sounds when they speak English.

Thus they often'have difficulty in telling 'bed' from 'bad,' 'set'_from,

'sat,'. 'peck' from 'pack,' bet' from 'bat,' 'pet' from 'pat,' and so on.

3.1.10 Opeand Closed 'o' English makes the distinction between the opened.

and closed 'o',(i.e. between 'o' as in 'bought' and 'o' as in 'boat'). No com-

parablel4istinction is found in. Korean. Thils Korean learners often findit

hard ar'the difference between the two vowels or to productively. discrimi-

nate between the two vowels. )n other words, they often' find it difficult to

discriminate, both productively and receptively, between 'coat' and 'Caught,'

'boat' and 'bought,' and.so on.

0.
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3.2 Sound in Sequekce

3.2.1 Consonant .Clusters English abounds in consonant clusters, On the

Other hand, Korean allows only a few consonant clusters. IGorean allows no word-

initial consonant clusters while it allows a. limited number of clusters word-

medially and word-finally% Ofthe allowed clusters; those that occur word -

finally a'ppear to be ondthe way out.

The Korean learners often have difficulty with English consonant clusters,

especially when they occur word-initially or word-finally. When they produce a

consonant cluster, they often insert a LArredli'(or 4) between the Consonants

in the cluster. In other words, they tend to:use the barred i to 'de-cluster'

the cluster. Thus. they often say 's4tay' for!'st6Y,' 1s4t4rikel 'for 'strike,'

'Inis4t1 for 'mist,' ansl so on.

Note here that this insertion of 4 .here is only natural. This is because

the standard' (=canonical) syllable in Korean takes the form of (C) V (C) and

beciuse the least'salient vowel iniCorean is 4. Note that (C) V (C) here means

that a, standard Korean syllable consists of an optional initial consonant, an

obligatory vowel, and an optional final consonant.

Thus we tay_ say that Korean learners often restructure.lhe-English consonant

tlusters'in/such a way as to make them conform to standard Korean syllable Struc-

iure-byusing theleast salient Korean vowel.

3.2.2 'n' + '1' Sequence In Korean, 'n' becomes ,'1' when it is followed

immediately by an '1.' Korean learners often transfer this to English. Thus

they often mispronounce 'only' as 'oily,' manly' as .'milly,"keenly' as 'kelly,1-

and so on. ,Recall that the Korean 1 is similar to both 1 'andr'in English. This

may explain why Kbrean learners often mispronounce the English 'n + r',sequence

as something like '1 + 1,' 1:1. why they often mispronounce 'Henry' as

'weaponry' as 'weapolly,s: "green robe' as 'greel lobe,' 'cotton'robel, s'cottql

lobe,' and so on.



3.2.3 l'Otik' + 'min' Sequence
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In Korean-,'Ophipp, t /th /tt, antrk/k"/kk

become m,. , and respectively, when they are folloWed Immediately by m or n.

Korean learners often transfer this nasalization rule to English., Thus they

often4nispronounce 'Kick Mary' as.N.Ang Mary,' 'Take me. with you' as 'Tayng
e

me7Avit you,' 'Hug te' as 'Hung me,' :'I dig music' as 'I ding music,' Beat

''"±,-Mary' as 'Ban Mary,'. 'I cat myself' as 'I can mysey,"He'hit me''as.'He.
,

.

.

If; Iiii n me,' He bade, me go' as 'He bane me go," Keep me company' as 'Keercme

company,"Deep. mines' as 'Deem mines,' ,'Don't rub my hair' al-"Don't rummy
-',

4 ir,' 'Rob Mike', as 'Rom Mike,' and so on.

3.2.4' 'm /.' + '1! Sequence in Korean, 1 becomes n when it. immediately

follows either m or. . We may recall that the Korean 1 is simila.to both the
a

English 1 and the English r. Korean learners,-,often apply-this nasalization

'rule when. they speak English. Thus they often mispronounce 'Hamlet' as 'Hamnet,'

'kingly' as gkingny,"home run' as 'home nun,' 'long run' as long nun,' King

Lear' as 'King Near,' 'the lady' as 'the same nady,' and so on.

.Sometimes I ,becomes..n immediately after n; that ts, in Korian. Thut

Korean learners often transfer this to English, which-is shoWn in their -Misprn-

ntiunciation of 'only' as "onny,'. 'queenly' as 'queenny,"Henry.' ,as 'Henny,'

'weaponry' as 'weaponny,' and soon.

3.2.5 'n' Insertion In Korean, 'n' is often inserted between two words

if the first word ends in PiPh/PP. t/th/tt, 1c/kh/kk, and. if the

secondoword begins with i or y.. Korean learners often transfer this rule,on

tl

n- insertion when they speak'English. Thus they often mispronounce 'Keep your

fingers crossed' As 'Keem nyoun fingers crossed,' Kick your dog' as 'King.

nyour dog,' Get your gun' as...'Gen nyour, gun,' 'Sing yoar song' as 'Sing nyour.

song,' I have become your friend' as 'I have become nyour friend,' and so. on.

20



3'.2.6 + '1' Sequence In Korean, n and s become palatalized when

they are followed immediately by i. In other words, when followed by i,

becomes'sh,' as in 'shy,' while n becomes the kind of n that we have in the

second syllable of such English words as 'onion,' canyon,' 'Runyan,' etc.

Kortan learner; often transfer this rule of palatalization-when they speak

English. Thus they often mispronounce 'sin' as 'shin,' sit' as 'shit,' sick'

as 'shick,"sip' as 'ship,' anima1" as 'animal,' many' as 'many,' any' as

and so-on. The symbol n designates that palatized n such as that we

,:find in the second syllable oyohion.

,3.2.7 -'w' + 'u' Sequence Thetnglish sequence 'wu,'-as in 'woman' or

'would,'. does not exist in'Korean. The simpleu without the preceding w

is the closest thing Korean has to the'English sequence in question.' Thus

'Kortan learners often.transfer this simple u 'for the English tequence wu.

As .a result, they often mispronounce 'woman' as 'uman' or 'AloMan,' 'would'

las lud' as ul pr o 1;. 'woo as .w.01-2.00,..ifid so on

4 ,

,Since Koreanidoes not have the wu /u istinction of.English,',Korean'learners

often find it hard'to hear.the4ifference between wu and u in English. Thus

they often have difficulty in telling' 'woos -from ,'ooze,"swoon' from 'soon,'

and so on.

'3.2.8 'y'"+ 'i' Sequence The English sequence ',yi' as i 'yeast' or

'yield,' does not exis)vin Korean. The simple i without the precedingy is

the closest thin Korean has tothe English yi. Thus Korean learners often

transftr-this simple i for, the English yi. As .a result, they often mispronounce.,

'yeast' as 'east,' 'yield' as 'eeld,"ye' as -'ea, and so on.

.Since Korean does not have the yi/i distinction of English, Korean learners

often have difficulty in hearing the difference between yi and i. ,Thus they

have trouble telling 'yeast' from 'east.' for exaffple.

21
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3.3 Stress and Intonation

3.3.1 Stress English is a stress- timed'language in the sense that the

time an English.utterince takes depends upon the number of stressed syllables

in the utterance in question. Thus the following expressions,:despite differences

in length, take about the same amount of time to utter.

a. It'S Bob:

b. It's Elizabeth.

It's Pennsylvania.

d. It's North Carolina.

On the, other hand, Korean is a syrlible-timed language in the sense that

the time that a Korean utterance takes is determined by he number-of syllables )-

in the utterance in question. In this respect, Korean is Tv much like Japanese,

Spanish; or Portugese. Thus the following Korean utterances take different

amounts.of time'to utter,because they contain different numbers of syllables.

R. Kaj/a 'Let's go.'

" -f. ppallikaja 'Let's go early.'

g. ppallichib4rokaja 'Let's go home early.'

h. ppallipositon4rokaja 'Let's go to Boston early.'

Note that every syllable in a syllable-timed language is about evenly stressed

while only certain syllables are stressed in a stress-timed language: Thus cer-

tain syllables in a stress-timed language are unstressed or very weakly stressed.

A consequence of Korean being a syllable-timed language is that Korean

learners often transfer their syllable7timing habit to English. Thus they

often assign even stress to every syllable in an English utterance. This gives

rise to the singsong-style English often spoken by Korean learners.

09
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3.3.2 Stressed vs. Unstressed Vowels in English Inglish, stressed

vowels are quite clearly, and prominently enunciated while unstressed vowels

are bltirred or very faintly pronounced. Unstressed vowels in English are

typically reduced to the barred i (i.e. 4) or schwa.

In contrast, there is no distinction in Korean between stressed and un-

stressed vowels because-every vowel in an utterance receives about the same
c ---

amount of stress. As a consequence, every vowel in a Korean utterance is
,

uttered rather clearly and prominently.

Because of this native-language backgrqund, Korean learners often' fail to

blur or reduce the barred i or schwa, an unstressed vowel 'when they speak English.

3.3.3 Intonation Probably because of syllable timing, i.e. because of the

.fact that every:syllable is evenly stressed, Korean intonation is 'monotonous.'

In normal speech, there is little or no noteworthy rise and fall 1fl pitch, in

the middle of a Korean utterance. The only significant rise and fall in pitch

t)

comes at the very end of an utterance. The general rule is that the oice rises

at the end of a yes/no question, while it falls at the end of a sen nce of a

different type.

-Because of this native-language background, Korean learners often use a

monotonous or singsong intonation when they speak English. This kind of mon-

otonous intonation may jar on the ears of native speakers of English.

4. Lexical Contrasts'

The lexicon is the most idiosyncratic'part of anylanguage. It also com-

prises more constituent elements than does any other linguistic'level. For

reasons such as these, languages may be expected to displ^ay more contrasts on

the lexical level than on any other level. In fact, there are so many lexical

contrasts between any two languages that it is extremely difficult or next to

impossible to study them exhaustively. Thus the list of lexical contrasts to

be given below is bound to be highly fragmentar'y.

of)
A., to
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4.1 Korean Words with'IMore than One English Equiv/alent

4.1.1 /makta/ vs. 'eat,' drink,' and 'smoke' The Korean verb /makta/ is

ordinarily used in the sense of 'eat.' However, many Koreans use this verb in

the sense of 'drink' or even in the sense of 'smoke.' For these Koreans, it is

perfectly natural to say such things as /kophil4l + makta/ 'to eat coffee' or

/tampel4l + mskta/ 'to eat a cigarette.'

This may help explain why many &earl learners produce such un-English

,verb phrases as 'eat wine,' eat water,' eat juice,' eat a coke,' 'eat a

cigar,' dat a cigarette,' eat marijuana,' and so on.

4.1.2 /hopak/ vs. Ipumpkin,'*'squash,' and 'zucchini' The Korean noun

/hopak/ has three English equivalents as shown above. In the light of this,

it may not be so surprising that Korean learners often find it hard to dis-

tinguish among the three English equivalents.

'Pumpkin' is 'the most common of the three equivalents here.' Thus most

Korean learners,learn this word before they do the other two words and associate

it with the Korean /hopak/. Until and unless they learn the other two words,

they are bound to use 'pumpkin' to refer to a squash orzucchini. This should

help explain why many Korean learners refer to a squash or a zucchini as a

pump. in.

4.1.3 /chha/ vs. 'car,' ',station wagon,' 'sedan,' pick up,' 'vans' and

"truck.' The. Korean noun /Chha/ has many English equivalents as shown here.

Thus.Korean learners often find it difficult to distinguish among the *any

English equivalents of their /chha /.

ICari,is the most-common of the English equivalents of /chha/. Thus Korean

learners tend to learn this equivalent before they do the rest of the equivalents,

and get to associate itwith.the Korean /chha/. The result is that, until and
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unless they learn to use the other equivalents here, the9;.are likely to use

'car' to refer to all of the many equivalents of ichha/. This should explain

why Korean learners often refer to all sorts of vehicles as simply a car.

4.1.4 /t4tta/ vs. 'hear' and 'listen.' The Korean verb /t4tta/ has two

English kuivalents as shown here. Thus Korean learners often have difficUlty

in discrimlnating between the two English equivalents of /t4tta /.

'Hear' is the more common of the two words here so that 'Korean learners tend

to learn it before they do the other word and associate it with the Korean /t4tta/.

Thus until and unless they learn the other word, they are likely to use 'hear'

for 'hear' as well as for 'listen.' This should explain why Korean learners-tend

to say 'I hear the recorded message' and 'I listened to the recorded message'

interchangeably, for example.

4.1.5 /pota/ vs. 'see' and 'look' The Korean verb/pota/ has two English

equivalents as shown here. Thus Korean learners often have difficulty in using

the two English equivalents here with a proper sense of discrimination.

'See' being the more common of the two equivalents of /pota/, it is likely

that Korean learners learn this word before they do the other word and associate

it with the Korean /pota/. Thus until and unless they learn to use 'look' as

well, they are likely to use 'see' for both 'see' as well as for 'look.' This

should explativwhy Korean learners are sometimes heard to say 'You saw her' when

what they really want to say is 'You looked at her,' for example.

4.1.6 /chhachta/ vs. 'find' and 'look for' The Korean verb /chhachta/ has

two English,equivalents as shown here. Thu's Korean learners often have difficulty

in discriminating between the two En'glish equivalents in question.

'Find' is th6 more common of the two words here so that Korean learners tend

to learn it before they do the other word and associate it with the Korean

/chhachta/. Thus until and unless they learn to use 'look for' as well, they
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are likely to'use 'find' for both 'find' and 'look for.' This should explain

why Korean learnes sometimes say ''They foUnd John' when what they really mean

to say is 'They, looked for John,' for example.

4,1.7 /ppalli/ vs. 'early' and 'quickly' The Korean adverb /ppalli/ has

two English equivalents as Shown here. Thus Korean learners often find it

hard to discriminate between the two English equivalents. This should explain

why they often use 'early' for 'quickly/fast' and vice versa.

4.1.8 ittuita/vs. 'jump,"skip,"hop,' and 'leap' The Korean verb Atuita/

has many equivalents as shown here. Thus Korean learners often have difficulty

.,,
in discriminating between the varidus English equivalents of /ttuita/.

,I

Since 'jump,' is the most co of the English equivalents here, Korean

7k
learners are likely to learn i e they do the other equivalents and asso-

ciate it with the Korean /ttuita . us until` -and unless they learn the other

equivalents-as well, they are likely to use 'jump' for the other equivalents as

<
well. This should explain the tendency among Kc &n learners to use 'jump' for

all the English equivalents of /ttuita /..

4.2 English Words with More than One Korean Esluilalent

1.4.2.1 'put on' vs. /iota /, /sinta/, /kkita /, /ss4ta/, /chhata/ The English

verb 'put on' or 'wear' (as in 'Put on your coat' or 'Wear your shoes') has

five Korean equivalents as shown here. In Korean, which of the five verbs is

chosen depends on the referent of the object noun, that follows the verb. Korean/

learners must get used to the fact that English uses one and only one verb 'put

on' (or 'wear') regardless of the referent of the object noun that follows the

verb in question.

4.2\2 'wash' vs. /ppaltaLississtai, and /takkta/ The English verb 'wash'

has three Korean.equivalents as shown here. Which of the three Korean equiva-

ltnts is used depends on the referent of the object noun that follows the verb.

f)n
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Korean learners must get accustomed to the fact that English uses one and only

one verb regardless of the referent of the object noun in question..

4.2.3 'wall' vs. /tam/ and /Oak/ The English noun 'wall' has two Korean'

equivalents as' shown here. /pink/ refers to the wall ofa room or a hail

while /tam/;refers to a different type of wall. Korean learners must get .used

to. the fact that English does not make this distinction between different types

of walls.

4.2.4 'brother'. vs.,/to,sal/ and /hisa / The.English word 'brother' has .

two Korean equivalents as shown here. /tolsael/ s used.to refer to a younger

brother while /h90/ is used to refer to an elder rother. Korean learners

must get used to the fact that English does not make this distinction lexically
a .

although it does make the distinction phrasally, i.e. 'younger brother' vs.

'elder brother.'

4.2.5 'brother -in -law' vs. ichhonam/, ito4sa/, imaehiaWr /maeche/I /hi pu/,,

and /chena4/' The English wor 'brother-in'law' has many Korean equivalents

° shown here. ichhanam/ refer totne's wife's brothet;!togso/ refers to one

wife's sister's husband; /mae 61/ refers to one's eldersisteris husband,. where

one is male; /maechetrefers o one's younger' sister's husband, where one is

male; /hi*pu/ refers to oin eCler sister's husband, where one is female;

/chenal/ refers to one's
"
lounger sister's. husband, where one is female.

Korean learners must get usedto the'fact that EngliSh does not make this

kind of distinction at all at least lexically. Every other 'in-law' word in

English has more than one equivalent in.lorean. In that sense, every other

'in-law' word posesa potential learning problem for Korean learners.

4.3 Korean Words with Polysemic English Equivalents

Here we will be dealing-with instances, where one Korean word has an English"

equivalent with more than one,meaning, only one of which is the same as the mean-

,ing of the Korean word in queition.

27
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". 4.3.1 /saAcha/ vs. 'box: The Korean word /salcha/ has the meaning of a-box'

as a container. On the other hand, the English word 'box' may mean not only a

container but also a theater compartment, an embarrassing or perplexing situa-

tion, or the like.

A 4

Korean learners tend to find it easier 10 learn to use the English 'box' in

its sense as a container than in its other senses. The reason for this may be

that (1) the sense of 'box' as a containertis the closest to the meaning-of the

Korean /sa cha/ and (2)-this sense of 'boxfs the most common of its many

senses.'

4.3.2 /pag/ vs. !room' The Korean word /pag/ has the meaning of a room

as in 'This is my bedroom.' On the other hand, the. English word 'room' means

not only a room as part of'a house but also room as scope or space (as in

'There is room for improvement')'.

Korean learners tend to find it easier to use 'room' in its sense as a

part of a house than to Its other senses. The reason for this may be that (1)

this sense of 'room' is closest to the meaning of the Korean /pa9/ and (2) this

is the commonest sense of 'room.'

4.3.3 /son/ vs. 'hand' \The Korean word /son/ has. the meaning of a hand as

the part of the human arm beyond the wrist. On the other hand, the English

word 'hand' means not just the part of the human arm beyond the wrist but also

a pointer on the dial of a watch, a person who does something, or the like.

Korean learner tend to find it easier to use 'hand' in the sense of the

.part of the human arm beyond the wri6t than in its other senses. The reason

for this may be that (1) this sense is closest to the meaning of the Korean

word /son/ and (2) this sense As the most common of the many senses of 'hand.'

4.3.4 /hakkio/ vs. 'school' The Korean word /hakkio/ has the meaning of a
12.1

school as a place of learning. On the other, hand, the English word 'school'

refers not just to a place of learning but also a group of fish, a group of

C)28
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scholars who follow a certain leader, or the like.

Korean learners tend to find it easier--to use 'school' in the sense of a

place of learning than in its other senses. The reason for this may be that

(1) this sense is the closest to the meaning of the Korean word /hakkio/ and

(2) this sense is the most common of the many senses of 'school.'

5. Syntactic Contrasts

5.1 Expletive 'It' and 'There'

The English languaWifrequently uses the so-called expletives It' and 'There'

while Korean does not, Thus Korean learners tend to find it rather difficult to

learn to use expressions that contain one of the expletiAlp Thus they have

difficulty in learning to use such expressions as the following:

a. I like it here.

b. It was cold last winter.

c. .It is important that I pass this test.

d. It is kind of you to come.
__4

e. He made it clear that he would come.

f. It's cold enough for there to be ice on the window.

g. There was not a single book in his room.

5.2 'Yes/No' to Negative Questions

In,response to English negative questions such as 'are you not hungry?' we

say NO when we want to answer it in the negative while we say YES when we want

to answer it in the affirmative. On the other hand, in response to negative ques-

tions in Korea, we say. YES when we want to answer it in the negative while we say

NO when we want to answer it in the affirmative. That is, YES in Korean means

'No, I am not hungry,' and NO means 'Yes, I am hungry.'

Yes and No are used to mean 'What you've said is correct' and 'What you've

said is incorrect.' So if you state a question in a negative way, the Korean
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answer turns out to be opposite of English YES and NO, which affirm or deny the

FACT rather than the STATEMENT of the facts.

Let us take the Korean question/ankass4pnikka/ 'Did you not go?' as an

example. A Korean will say /ye ankass4pnita/ 'Yes, I did not go' if he wants

- to answer the question negatively; he will say /anio kass4pnita/ 'No, Oent' if

he wants to answer the same question affirmatively,

Korean learners often transfer this Korean habit of responding to negative

questions when they speak English. Thus they often use YES and NO the wrong way

when they answer negative queitions in English. For examOle, the negative ques-

tion 'Didn't you dd it?' is likely to elicit Aither 'Yes (, I didn't do it)' or

'No (, I did it).'
J.

5.3. The Construction 'Verb + Adjectival Complement' or 'Verb + Object +

Adjectival Complement.'

Many English verbs take adjectival complements. Among such verbs are. 'feel'

(as in 'I feel happy'), 'appear' (as in 'She appears (to be) happ 'seem' (as,

in 'She seems (to be) happy'), 'look' (as in 'She looks happy'), 'smell' (as in

'It smells good'), 'sound' (as in 'It sounds good'), and 'taste' (as in 'It

tastes good').

Many English verbs take an object followed by an adjectival complement. Among

such verbs are 'consider'- (as in 'I consider him (to be) great'), 'think' (as in

'I think him (to *be) good'), 'regard'-, (as in 'I regard him as good'), 'make' (as

in 'I make them igger'), 'render' (as in 'This will render him powerless'), etc.'

With such verbs we have mentioned above, Korean also uses complements.

However, Korean uses 'adverbial' complements, rather than adjectival complements.

Thus 'I feel happy' would come out in Korean as something like 'I feel happily.'

:*1
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This should explain why Korean learners often make mistakes by using

advirbial (instead of adjectivd1) complements for the English verbs of the

kind we have been discussing here. For illustration, let us consid'er the

following sentences.

a. It tastes nice.

b. It smells nice.

c. It looks nice.

d. It sounds nice.

e. It appears (to be) nice.

f. It seems (to be) nice.

1. Make him happy.

h. Render him powerless.
"or

i. It causes me to be happy.

j. I regard him as honest.

I consider him (to be) honest.

I. I deem it important.

Korean learners often render these sentences wrongly as follows.

a'. It-tas es nicely.

b'. It smel nicely.

c' It looks nicely.

d'. It sounds nicely.

e . It appears nicely.

f'. It seems nicely.

g'. Make him happily.

h'. Render him powerlessly.

i'. It causes me to be happily.

31



1'4100rd him as honestly,

k1 -4 I Onside,' hiM hOneatly

1'. t deem it Importantly,.

1.4 Countable vs'. UncOiintabiW Noun's

English makes the distinction between countable and uncountable nouns. On

the other hand., Korean does not make a similar distinction. Grammatically,
,..

every Korean noun may be used as a countable noun.

This may help explain why Korean 4arners often have trouble using uncountr

27

able nouns or making the.required di4inction
,

between countable and uncountable

nouns in.English. This may also help explain why Korean learners often counfize
.

uncountable: English nouns such as 'news's'''. "Information,' .'evidence, 'testimony,'

and 'intelligence.' Korean learners ofteircountize uncountable English nouns

and say such grotesque things as 'many news,' one evidence,' a few testimonies,

'several informations,' an information,' intelligences,' or the like.
.

EngliSh often uses ne and the same noun sometimes countable and sometimes

uncountable. For. mple, 'pine' is countabld,when it. efers to a tree or trees

while it is uncountable when it refers to.the Wood that is obtained from the

tree that goes by that name.

Korean learners quite frequently fail Ito make this distinction between the

countable use and the uncountable use of one and the same-noun in English. Thus

they often fail to see the difference in'meaning between the two uses of such

nouns as the following, for e;ample.
F.

Nouns Countable Use v UncountableUse

dog an animal ',meat from the animal
c

chicken a fowl -.Meat fi'vm the fowl

llmb an animal meet from the animal

tdrkey a fowl meaYfroht the fowl
.

oak a tree.. wilfidfrMcthe tree

Or)t.),; 4



pine

birch

cherry,

iggnItkltitt

a tree

a tree.

a tree

ALLULU,
wood from4s tree

wood from the tree

wood from the tree

ifrIt may be noted here that Korean learnereoften countise such 1104nufir

these when they should be used uncountable. Thus' they often sily 'I hgd

chicken for breakfast' instead of 'I had chicken for breakfast.'

5.5 Predicative vs. Attributive Adjectives

According to the position where it occurs, an adjective mat-be predicative,

attributive, or both. If.an.adjective'may occur only as a verbal complement,

then it is predicative. If an adjective may occur as 'a pre - nominal modifier

only, then It is'attribu ive. If an adjective may occur in either tuition,

then it is both predicative and attributive.

All Korean adjectives may be used either attributively or predicatively.

On the other hand, we may think of English adjectives as breaking down into

the following three types.
. Firstly, some English adjectives are used only

predicatively. 'Afraid' is 'a case:in point.' We may say 'I saw a boy who

was afraid,' but we may not say, 'I saw an afraid boy.' Secondly, some English

adjectives may be used only attributively. 'Main' is a case in point. We

May say.'This is the main reason,4 but not 'This is the reason that is main.'

Thirdly and finally, most English adjectives may be used either attributively

or predicatively. "'Sick' is acase in point. We may say either; 'I know a man

who is sick,' or 'I know a sick man.'

We may.note here that the first two types of English adjectives do not have

their counterpart in Korean while the third type does. Thus we may say that

the first two types, but not the third, pose potential learning problems for

Korean learners.
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Wien learners may use predicitivo-only Enal1sh adjectives attributively.

That is, they may priduce such weird phrases a aflame house,' ableze

twins,' adrift boats,' or the like.

Korean learners marmse attributive -only English adjectives predicatively.

That Is they may produce such weird sentences a'!1' 'This reason is main,'

'The problem is major,' The president 1$ formen,"The administration is

previous.' or the like,

5.6 The Definite and indefinite Articles

In most)of their uses\ the English articles ('the,' a,' and 'an') do not

have their coun alerts Korean. Thus Korean learners often find it extremely

difficult to leard"to he English article correctly. They often either mix

up one article Ott anothier or leave out an article where they should use one.

Below we will cite a few/eXtnples, where Korean learners often commit the

'sin' of omission* fail ngt to use an article where it should be used.

5.6.1 'the' *a Set Mina\ When a set consists of more than one member such

that a member mily be call X the set is often referred to in English as 'the

Xs. Thus we have 'the Mountains, the Rockies,' the Philippine Islands,'

29
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'the Philippfnee,"the Thi'ee Rs,' the R months,' 'theterolinas,"the Americas,'

'the Carters;' ad;

names as these (oft Ai along with the plural - marking -s).

5.6.2 'Korean'

on. Korean learners often drop the.'the' in such set

. 'the Korean Language' An English proper noun may often

be rewritten as 'the + proper adjective + the common noun.' Thus 'Korean,'

'Christianity,' France,' and 'Rome' may be rewritten as 'the Korean language,'

'the Christian Faith,' 'the French Republic,' and 'the RoMan Empire' respectively.

Korean learners often leave out the 'the' in the construction under discussion,

i.e. the construction of 'the +.proper adjective + common noun.'
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5.6.3, Lia,19,11Et v.u,!ArLeitIllr_.401gre When an English noun phrase

takes the form of 'adjective + plural numerel plural, noun,' it is preceded by

an a1rticle41 , (tither definite or indefinite, al the case may be. Thus we may have

such English noun phrases as 'an oven ten dollars,' a whopping five billion

dollars,' the usual 100%,',1the customary two dollars,' the required 80%, and

so on. Korean learners often commit the error of ommiting the article from noun

phrases of the sort under discussion.

5.6.4. the' in Proper Names Certain proper names such as names of rivers

or hotels are frequently preceded by the definite article ('the') in English.

Thus we have such proper names as 'the Potomac,' the Potomac River,' the

Nile,' the Nile River,' the Sheraton,' the Sheraton Hotel,' the Imperial

Hotel,' etc. Korean learners often commit the error of omitting the definite

article from such proper names as these.

5.6.5. 'the + adjective' In English 'the + adjective' is frequently used

as a noun phrase that refers to either a set or group, of certain things or a -

certain quality. Thus 'the beautiful' may be used as a noun phrase that refers,

depending on context, to either a set of beautiful persons or the quality of being

beautiful (i.e. beauty). Korean learners often find it hard to learn to use

this type of noun-phrase construction in English. They also seem to find it hard

to assign the correct meaning to a construction of this type.
e

5.7 Relative Pronouns

Relative pronouns and relative clauses of English do not have their equivalents

in Korean. Korean lacks relative pronouns. /Relative clauses precede their head

nouns directly, without being preceded or followed by relative pronouns or con-

junctions. For exa4Pleamelika ss4n phancin4n cemiitta/ is rendered 'Mary writes

letters interesting is' in English: As a consaquence, Korean learners often ex-

perience difficulty in learning to use relative pronouns and relative clauses

of English.

tt,



5.8 ipte English makes the distinction between masculine and feminine

gender in its third-person singular pronouni, To be more 'precise, English

elso)4ses neuter gentler here. Thus '1010' end 'her' are feminine, and

'its', are neuter, and 'he,' him' and 'his' are masculine. On the other,

hand, Korean does not make a similar distinction of gender,

Thus the gender distinction in the third-person singular pronouns of English

foften poses something of a problem for Korean learners. In many instances,

they mix up a masculine pronoun with cfeminine-pronoun. They,often use

masculine pronouns when they should use; feminine pronouns. This is perhaps

attributable to the fact that masculine pronouns are more commonly used or

more dominant then their feminine counterpirts.

5.9 titpirr zelimenstbAti_geenSetaarldlitrb In English, the subject of

a sentence must agree in number with,the main verb of the sentence. In Korean,

however, a similar. agreement does not seem to be operative although the subject

of a sentence has to agree in number with the subjective complement if the

su,jective complement is a'noun. This may 'explain why the phenomenon of

number agreement between subject and verb in English is often a problem for

Korean learners.

5.10.Pre-Modification vs. Post - Modification The modifier of a noun in

English may either precede or follow the noun that it modifies. Thus we

may have either 'a valuable book' or 'a book of value.' In Korean, on the

other hand, a noun modifier must precede the noun that it modifies. Thus

'a valuable book' has its equivalent In Korean while 'a book of value' does

not

This suggests that Korean learners may find English post-modification

. something of a problem. In other words, 'a book of value'. or 'a book which is
I

valuable' may be rather difficult for Korean learners si-While 'a valuable book'
4
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should net be too difficult for them,

It may be noted at this point that English sometimes requires post-modifica-

tion, not allowing pre-modification. For exemple,,this is the case when an

adjective (phrase) modifiei such 'indefinite' pronouns as 'something,' somebody,'

"'someone,' nothing,"nobody,"no one,' enything,"anybody,"anyone0'

'everything "everybody ' etc. Korean learners often mike mistakes

by using pre-modification, understandably enough, even In these cases where

only post-modification Is allowed. In other words, they often produce ungram-

matical English strings such as 'good something' (instead of 'something good'),

'important something' (instead of 'something Important').

5.11 Subject-Verb Inversion

Subject-Verb inversion often occurs in English when a statement is turned

into a question. For example, subject and verb change places when we transform

'Professor Jones will teach somebody' into either 'Who will Professor Jones

teach?' or 'Will Professor Jonei teach somebody?'

On the other hand, this phenomenon of subject-verb inversion is not found

in Korean. This may help explain why Korean learners often fail to follow,

the English rule C\'.1)'-tublect-verb inversion, producing such un-English sentences

as 'Who Professor Jones will teach?' (instead of the grammatical 'Who will

Professor Jones teach?'), for example.

5.12 Irregular Verbs, Nouns, Adjectives, and Adverbs

Many English verbs are irregular in that their past-tense/past participle

forms are formed irregularly. Many English nouns are irregular in that their

plural forms are formed irregalarly. Many adjectives and adverbs are irregular

in that their comparati*nd superlative forms are formed irregularly.
a140.
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Qs' the other hend, Kamm verbs# noun*; 410114311104. and IWO are hY 04

large niggler, ilius the Irregular verbs, A0404, 44,10CtlY444 and adverbs of

knollsh do not have their counterparts In Koreen .

rhl t cOupled WI U, the general human tendency to regularise what $ ItToiluidr,

may explain why Korean learners often make mIstakea by regularliing Irregular

CnglIsh form*, Korean Ieerners often produce such un4ng1lsh forms 44 'good'

(Inatead of the correct 'went' or *n') , 'gooses' (Insteed or the 1.;,grroct

'9414110) ,, igooder or 'more pod' (Instead of the correct 'better') . or 'Iller'

(Instead of the correct 'worse').

:3
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ktVIL OM KM *MAC*

A,

Ail tilv 4 1.410t 04110444 by three lotterill the 414400t 1,104

MULL intigittr-4141

A/0 Oiven e word followed by thee words, the stmtiont ytiar4.1_

A/l eitviA thria ptctuFas. ts tutioni Ition,fiAft Kin el v4L,4ft q_f melt
that rhyww.

AM divan two words ()roily, the litudeot *how% hos hltri tht
siliftrositt In VIt. 9( Innis! clinismoli,

A/b Given two words orally, the student shows he hurl Allopirst!, VIA
tintrein tft Litt mash tf gal tAlliri

rtAlntgliVirirli*It ger tliii9n4fiNtt ( 09t1M/Let
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0/1 Given three letttirs. he etvsleht 144,111 ,001 5 9otr-tAl Ittor%
by nom,

0/2 Given a letter followed-tor4hrb letters, the student tupOttos_.:1400

tintrl_tlAllt Ihtlr 1101f, _91101 _NMI- . ,$

8/3 Given a picture followed by three letters, the student 010:4111). t9t!te
citaisriktisolueLthitLorisititilliKj.

8/4 Given a picture followed by three consonant lottar%, the student
!PIO, S,94.19149LOSINS_X10 r r+k404. lyrb91

8/5 Given a word followed by three words or pictures the student substitutes
ihtUel q919.91.9A1-1n words.

8/6 Given a word followed by three words or pictures, the student supsA.ftu.tn_
final conscrtnt# ln worclj.

C. Structural Analysis:

C/1 Given a set of singular anceplural words, the student will be able to
identify singular and _plural words.

D. Vocabulary:

D/l Given a picture followed by three words, the student associates the object
icure41th the appropriate printed irpol,

E. Literal Comprehension:

E/1 Given a set of directions, the student follows each direction.

E/2 Given four pictures, the student groups end categorizes Pose pictures.

41-
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LEVEL TWO FOR GRADE 2

MORE
Primary (1-3) Objectives'

A. Auditory /Visual Discrimination:

A/6 Given two words orally, 4he student shows he hears similarities and
differences in their initial blends and digraphs.

Student shows he hears similarities and
their final blends and digraphs.

A/7 Given two words orally, the
differences in the sounds.of

fl

Given two wonatorally, the
and short vowertounds.

1/8 tudent shows he discriminates between long

A/9 Given two,pictures, the student identifies long and*short vowel sounds.

B. Phoneme/Grapheme Correspondence (Sound/Letter):

B/7 Given three consonant digraphs or blends and an oral stimulus word,Ahe
student associates the sounds of initial digraphs or blends with their
printed symbols.

B/8 Given three final consonant digraphi or blends and an oral stimulus word',
the student associates the final digraphs or blends with their printed
symbols.

C. Structural Analysis:

C/2 Given a word
inflectional

or group of words, the student
endings of "s" and "es".

C/3 Given a word
inflectional

or group of words, the student
endings of "d", "ed", and "ing

identifies base words with the

identifies base words with the

C/4 Given a group of words, the student shows he understands the principles
relating_to compound word formation.

D. Vocabulary:

D/2 Given a picture followed by three phrases, the student associates the
object, pictured with the appropriate phrase.

D/3 Given an incomplete sentence, the student completes the sentence using
context clues.

E. Literal Comprehension:

.E/3 Given a story, the student recalls specific facts.

E/4 Given a story, the student recalls the sequence of events.

F. Interpretive Comprehension:

F/1 Given a statement, the student shows he makes inferences.

F/2 Given a story:the student shows he infers motive and feelings of story
characters.

1

S
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MORE
Primary (1-3) Objectives

LEVEL THREE FOR GRADE 3

A. Auditory/Visual Discrimination:

A/10 Given a word followed by three numerals, the student shows he hears the
number of syllables in a word.

A/11 Given a word followed by three letters, the student recognizes the silent
letter in a word.

A/12 Given two words orally, the student shows he hears similarities and
differences in the sounds of vowels with "r".

A/13 Given two words orally, the student shows he hearsisimilaraties and
differences in the sounds of vowel diphthongs.

B. Phoneme/Grapheme Correspondence (Sound/Letter):

Bf9 Given three words, the student associates the sounds of vowels with "r"
and "1" with their printed symbols.

B/10 Given three pairs of vowels, the student associates the sound of vowel
digraphs with their printed symbols.

B/11 Given three pairs of vowels, the student associates the sound of vowel
dipthongs with their printed symbols.

B/12 Given five vowel letters, the student associates the sounds of long and
short vowels.

C. St\Jrctural Analysis:

C/5 Given a group of words or endings, the student identifies and forms words
with comparative endings.-

C/6 Given a group of words, the student shows he understandS the principles
relating to contractions.

C/7 ,Given a group of words or sentences, the student shows he understands the
principles relating to the possessive "s".

. Vocabulary:

D/4 Given a picture followed by three sentences, the student associates the
object pictured with the appropriate sentence.

. Literal Comprehension:

E/5 Given a story, the student shows he understands the main idea by
identifying the correct title.

F. Interpretive Comprehension:

F/3! Given a story, the student shows he predicts outcomes.

F/4 Given a set,of clues, the student shows he draws logical conclusions.

42
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2:1.- FIRST GRADE OBJECTIVES: ENGLISH. AND KOREAN COMPARISON

A.1 Given a letter followed by three
letters, the student mhtches
identical capital and lower case
letters.

A.la Given a letter followed by three
letters, the student matches
identical letters

A.2 Given a word followed by three
words, the student matches
identical words.

.2

A.3 Given three pictures, the student
identifies the pairs or groups
of words that rhyme.

A.3a Given three pictures, the student
identifies the pairs or groups
of words that end with the same
syllable.

A.4 Given two words orally, the
student. shows he.hears simi-
larities and differences in the
sounds of initial consonants,

4'

A.5 Given two-words orally, the
student shows he hears simi-
larities and,differences in the
sounds of final consonants.

B.1 Given three letters, the student
identifies capital and lower-case
letters by name.

English specific
objective

°Korean objective
similar to English

a$ame

English specific.
objective

*Pi* 42:&.1 2ctui Al*e
1. *11 *le ill 211
futi 43 .1102.1 etcli 21..1 Al4e

11:Y1 EH' V.1 e-ct.

Korean objective 2 :11

similar to English

,Sae

Same

English specific
objective

lto-t1 *P c% 41e *di tuf
gtofull ttsi.

tt. it :11014L2 ?holm. 141101
t+E eI41,1 t0:1-

ttol ** 01+2 412-1 *Ili *1-#01
rise -14 tioiti



FIRST GRADE: continuation

8.1a Given the name of a letter
orally foljowed by three ,

letters, the student
identifies the letter named.

B.2 Given a letter followed by three
letters, the student associates
capital letters with lower
case forms.

B.2a Given a letter followed by three
swords, the student associates
the letter with the word
containing the identical letter.

B.2b Given a word orally followed by
three words, the student
identifies the matching word.

B.3 Givenpicture followed by three
letillithe student associates
initlirconsonant sounds with
their :printed

8.4 Given a picture followed by three
consonant letters, the student
associates final consonant sounds
with their printed symbols.

8.5 Given a word followed by three
Words or pictures, the student
substitutes initial consonants
in words.

Korean objective 01#. # 2 4112. 4. "fi'l 11111similar to English

English specific
objective not
applicable to
Korean

Korean objective

Korean objective

Same

Same

Same

$I' *Hi it 1 .1-cIts 2. 1.°1a cf% Ai*
t).°1* 41 :17 1.1 §01 Vb 01

tt II, 01+ :00.0_ i itcl l*e
14411 titl.cf.

-2114 41142. gft I 1211
;4411 1 Xtb 2111 Atizi.l.cf

be +1 Vla 111-01i 2 12,lb
*11 a a t91 114 11-41

*Ful. 4 2 ti al 2111, & "fiz ol X14 oI `i
;1111 "cla a °NI t4 II* 11 rkit 21e

0'4411 :Pl.
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FIRST GRADE: continuation

B.6 Given a word followed by three
words or pictures, the student
substitutes final consonants
in words.

C.1 Given a set of singular and
plural words, the student will
be able to identify singular
and plural words.

C.la Given a picture followed by two
words, the student identifies
the appropriate counter.

C.lb Given a picture followed by two
words, the student identifies
the appropriate subject particle

D.1 Given a picture followed by three
words, the student associates the
object pictured with the appropri-

Za
printed symbol.

E.1 Given a set of directions, the
student follows each direction.

E.2 Given four pictures, the student
groups and categorizes those
pictures.

Same ffrol 'Ni +3 ii e '11.* ci 11 121..
0.0 *Hi ieluf 2 b lit 11 0* 24

II *.l.ct
English specific
objective not
applicable to Korean

Korean specific 2 :la 4L1 'H
.2 chi 14t eobjective not

applicable to English* I tit= I Alb & 0°H11
Korean specific
objective not
applicable to
English

Same

Same

Same

2 ve 4ti toli 2 c).* e **
011 +11°11 Oe 21# olotql./4

,lier *2. .112.1 i Ili I e ti.01
*11 Xit °Hi ZI'l

1A1 4:11 +2 -11.1112-3. *Hi cll 1.5-1

',-,41r 13 411:4,11 1 ill 7,11 * 41. 2111,

ecf.



2.2. SECOND GRADE OBJECTIVES: ENGLISH AND KOREAN COMPARISON

A.6 Given two words drally, the English speciftc
student shows he hears simi- objective
larities and differences in
their initial blends and
digrapsh.

A.6a Given two words orally,the4
student shows he hears
larities and differences in
their initial digraphs.

Korean objective
similar to English

A.7 Given two words orally, the English specific
student shows he hears simi- objective

*larities and differences in
the sounds of their final
blends and digraphs.

A.7a Given two inflected words
orally, the student shows
he hears similarities and
differences in the sounds
of their final blends and
digraphs.

A.8, Given two words orally, the English specific
student shows he discriminates objective not
between long and short vowel applicable to
sounds. Korean

A.8a Given two words orally, the Korean specific
student shows he discriminates objective not
between two different lengths applicable to
of identical vowel sounds. English

Ill I. AI :44.,It i +1 ,}oft
Apvititt 2te 44.-qt. 6. al cfe
1 ?J.,

Korean objective Actiti",9°) l glik .7. 1111. `,71.-11 :14 54
similar to English y . },yo = P4 # 111 :}s}.

A;3

`Jill 14 1 411,411 111
.24 111 L}=}.

J0

24,2



SECOND GRADE OBJECTIVES: continuation

A.9 Given two pictures, the student
identifies long' and short vowel
soilnds

A.9a Given two .pictures, the stUdent
identifies two different lengths:
of identical vowel sounds.

B.7 Given three consonant digraphs
or blends and an oral stimulus
word, the student associates
the sounds of initial digraphs
or blends with their printed
symbols.

B.7a Given three consonant digraphs
and an oral stimulus word, the
student associates the sounds
of initial digraphs with their
printed symbols..

B.7b Given two words w tter
"0" the student associates the
silent "0" with its printed
symbols.

B:8 Given three final consonant
digraphs or blends and an oral
stimulus word, the student
associates the final digraphs
or blends with their printed
symbols.

51.

"cific
*floc

Cake to

n specific
objective not
applicable to
English

English specific
objective

f

111 411 10112-1- *Hi 1.4 0 :1F

Korean objective ttc01 futi 111, 1412 411121. 1+ 14 '4 !eel alsimilar to English
1 10 AP"il tit 1 111 ate 21

Korean specific
objective

English specific
objective not
applicable to
Korean

e 0.11411 el.

aim "a " 01 ut 1 at r-.1.1 0.01-4-1 z.



SECOND GRADE OBJECTIVES: continuation

B.84 Given three final consonant
digraphs or blends 'followed
by a vowel initial syllable
and an oral stimulus word,
the student associates the
final digraphs or blends
with their printed symbols.

C.2 Given a-word or group of words,
the student identifies base
words with the inflectional
endings of "s" and "es."

C..2a Given a phrase or sentence
the student shows he under-

principles relating
to the obj ctive particle,
"ul" and "1 1."

4
C.3 Given a word or group of

words, the student identifies
base words with the inflec-
tional endings of "d," "ed,"
and "ing."

C.3a Given a phrase or sentence,
the student identiffes base
words with particles, "un",
"nun."

C.4 Given a group of words, the
student shows he understands
the principles relating to
compound word information.

M

Korean objective 10g111°, orb 1401 111411. elf 11.01.

similar to English oil .14,2 1411s4 $11 44111,

tfr rP:,1 Ofci Ai 31414 11 141.

English specific
objective not
applicable to
Korean

Korean specific
objective not
applicable to. rh i ;11 I Dial ts.vi tors }g
English

9.

gill Lf .2 .1111 tt

English specific
objective not
applicable to
Korean

Korean specific t. .112.21. of j

11.1 ZIY
objective not
applicable to
English

Same 4 :HI El 1;11711.1k 0112 *fcl ?PI 11
1.41stb ,11 Lir



SECOND GRADE OBJECTIVES: continuation

D.2 Given picture followed by Same
three phrases. the student
associates the object, pictured
with the appropriate phrase.

R.3 Given an incomplete sentence, Same
the student tompletes the sen-
tence using context clues.

E.3 Given a story, the student
recalls specific, facts.

E.4 Given a story, the student
recalls the sequence of
events.

F.1 Given a statement, the
student shows he' makes
inferences.

F.2 Given a, story,- the student
shows he infers motives and
feelings_ of story characters.

Same

Same

Same

Same

+ 2 ll*t02. 2.11fr 01-0-42
mrit-t si 4f -2.41 °I . ¶-b Nk+ k 4IP./ kb `11

ate chi "Lilt 3 Itio412,1 *Hi g.41a1
1 4'11 At't st °I C.4 6* E 411 1 Z.41 '11.t cf.

01, Mil 1+ 3 ..11.1,12. I 11 1141 111 fr flit' '1

"1
4111 3 1'04 i 'f al ei i 11

cf.

*114L sici 41 11"1 01'1,1 6.4..

0141# 1+1 1111 'Hi + till al ;It14
1 +`111 011,1 Zt



2;13. IMMULMAKELKEE: PILISMUILEMLL4s

A.11) Given a word followed by three Same
numerels, the student shows he
hears the number of syllables'in
a word.

'A.11 Given .11 word followed, by three
letters, the student recognizes
the silent letter in a word.

A.11a Given a'syllable with blends in
, a word followed by, three conso-

nants, the student recognizes
the sliding consonant to the
following syllable.

A.12 Given two words orally the
student shows he hears simi-
larities and differekes in
the sounds of vowels with "r".

A.13 Given two words orally, the
student shows he hears simi-
latities and differences in
the sounds of vowel diphthongs.

B.9 Given,three words, the student
associates the sounds of vowels
with "r" and "1", with their
printed symbols

B.9i Given a word, the student
associates the sounds of its
final blends with its printed
symbol.

Same

Korean specific
objective, not
applicable to
English

English specific
objective not
applicable to
Korean

Same

English specific
objective not
applicable to
Korean.

Korean specific
objective not
applicable to
English

Ell *Hat *Pt 0*
1111+11 11 Ell:

41112,..1 114 Ellal

1,1111,1 11.1 *Hat Pia Ill T 2 Olt
4 :111, 141 Ptaa 641.1 El.c1.1

AgItif,41 21 :te 4F.111 -I 4-*
4 L'Ilsib e -14

°ILI 1 11 51t *a :17 -11.112-1

1.14 2 24 1 le 1. la 1111 .6.1..

1A,1111101 11 Ve tvol 11'11 #1 1112.1 .91.014
10b 41.1-01"141"q:



THIRD GRADE OBJECTIVES; continuation

0.10 Given three Petri of vowels,
the student associates the
sound of. vowel digraphs with
their' printed symbols.

5.11 Given three pairs of vowilist
the student anociates the
sounds of vowel diphthongs
with their printed symbols.

8.12 "Given five vowel letters, the
student associates the sounds
of long and short vowels'.

8.12a Given an.inflected word orally
followed by two words, the
student identifies the correct
word,

C.5 Given a group of words or
endings, the student identifies
and forms words with comparative
endings.

C.5a Given a group of words, the
student identifies and forms
words with comparative adverbials.

C.6 Given a group of words, the
student shows he understands
the principles relating to
contractions.

English specific
not applicable to
Korean

Same

En g ish specific
obje ive not
ipplic ble to
Korean

Korean specific
objective not
applicable to
English

English spetific

,.

objective not
applicable to . .,

Korean (-',/1
. ,
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'objective not
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THIRD GRADE OBJECTIVES continuation

C.011 Given a group of verbs, the
student shows he understands
the inflectional endings.

C.7 Given a group of words or
sentences, the student shows
ho understands the principles
relating to the possessive "5".

C.7a Given a group of words or
,sentences, the student shows
;110 understands the principles
relating to the possessive
particle, "0".

D.4 Given a picture followe, by
three sentences, the stuseh
associates the object pi ured
with the appropriate sent ce.

E.5' Given a story, the student
shows he understands the mai
idea by identifying the
correct title.

F.3 Given a story, the stud
shows he predicts out ome.

F.4 Given a set of clues, the
student shows he dra
logical conclusiollt.

Korean specific 1111 0142 lila
objective

411 !PI,

English specific
obj tive not
.app icable to
Ko .an

rean specific
objective not
applicable to
English

Same

Same

Same

Same
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Part III; Testing Instruments: English;
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1, Guide to Administering Tests

The minimal objectives for reading objectives cover the following skill

emu
A/1 through A/13 - Auditory /Visual Discrimination

0/1 through 0/12 - Phoneme/grapheme Correspondence

C/I through C/7 - Structural Analys

D/1 through 0/4 - Vocabulary

Ell through E/5 W literal Comprehension

F/1 through F/4 - Interpretive Comprehension

The, Inventory at each level has two identical forms - pre-test to be given

at the beginning the school \vier, and post-test to be given at the end

of the school year.

4
,,-

Each level has fifteen objectives (seventeen for grade one and sixteen

for grade two in Korean) and a corresponding Inventory with directions.

Each objective has five test items. These Inventories are designed speci-

fically to test objectives.

Administration and scoring of the pre and post Inventories is the responsi-

bility of the classroom teacher. It is also the teacher's responsibility to

maintain the Individual and Class Profile sheets. The results of these

diagnostic Inventories should be used,for identifying a student's skill need,

for determining remediation programs, and for organizing skill groupings.

The mcintenance of the Prima0y IndividUal,Profile and Class Profile sheets

is the responsibility of the classroom teacher. Skills are considered

achieved when 80% of the five test items per objective of the MORE Inventories

are answered correctly., The symbol (+) indicates (0-1 error) or 80% or

above; (-) indicates (2-5 errors) or below 80%.
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DIRECTIONS FOR INVENTORY . LEVEL ONE

A/1 We are going to find letters that look alike,

Find the picture of the ina, Look at the letter next to she apple.
Now look at the other lotterPin the row. Circle the letter that looks
like the letter next to the apple,

Find the picture of the ham. Look at thOletter nixt to the house.
Now look at the other letters in the row, Circl, the letter that looks
like the letter next to the house,

A/2

In

w

Find the picture of the 411. Look at the letter next to the bell.
Now look at the other letters in the row. Circle the letter that looks
like the letter next to the bell.

Find the picture of the con. Look at the letter next to the car.
Now look atlhe other letters in the row. Circle the letter that looks
like the letter next to the car.

Find the picture of the bolloon. Look at the letter next to the balloon.
Now look at the other letters in the row. Circle the letter that looks
like the letter next to the balloon.

We are going to find words that look alike.

Find the picture of the flower. Look at the word next to the flower.
Now look at the other words in the row. Circle the word that looks
like the word next to the flower.

Find the picture of the hand. Look at the word next to the hand.
Now look at the other words In the row. Circle the word that looks
like the word next to the hand.

Find the picture of the horse. Look at the word next to the horse.
No look at the other words in the row. Circle the word that looks
like the word next to the horse.

Find the picture of the girl. Look at the word next to the girl
Now look at the other words in the row. Circle the word that looks
like the word next to the girl.

Find the picture of the chair. Look at the word next to the chair.
Now look at the other words 'In the row. Circle the word that looks
like the owrd next to the chair.
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Al] We #r0 floinQ to listen for words that rh,*

Find the eicttire of the bicycle. Look at th
the bicycle, The picture* ere, alya,
rhyme, Circle the pi cture* of t the two Wit

MI. Wt.

gat end let rhyme.

row at pictures next to
Two of thou wor44

At rhyme. listen, t.g.

find the picture of the kel, Look at the row of pictures next to the
bell, The pictures are it ea, kjn., rift, Circle the pictures of the
two words that rhyme. Liston. King, Ring.

.

Find the picture of the bed, took at the row of .pi ctures next to tho
bed. The pictures are 01h, tryik14$1 Circle the pictures of the
two words that rhyme, listen, h. Jr.pesh fish,

Find the picture of the keetpreljt. Look at the row of pictures next to
the umbrella, The pictures are moon,, Mouse, house, Circle the pictures
of the two,words that rhyme. Listen.. Moon. 14064. douse.

Find the picture of the sun. Look at the row of pictures next to the
sun. The pictures are 11-,kt; can, bat.. Circle the pictures of the two
words that rhyme. Listin. Flat tjent. po,

Turn to page 63.

A/4

r-

4.
'O".0

We are going to listen for beginning sounds. The beginning sound of
a word is the first sound you hear in the word.

Find the picture of the hat. Next to the hat 4re the words yes and no.
Listen. Soa.p. ,Sink, If-soap and sink have the same sound at the
beginning, circle yes. If they have a different sound at the beginning,
circle no. Listen. Soap,. Sink.

Find the picture of the moon. 'Listen. Coal. Pinch. If the two words
have the same sound at the beginning, ciiETW If they have a differ-
ent sound at the beginning, circle no. Listen.. Coal. Pinch.

Find the picture of the shoe. Listen. Rock. Gate. If the two words
have the same sound at tETTeginning, circle yes. If they have a differ-
ent sound at the beginning, circle no. Listen. Rock. Gate.

Find the picture of the boy. Listen. Dance. Desk. If the two words
have the same sound at the beginning, circle yes. If they have a differ-
ent sound at the beginning, circle no. Listen. Dance. Desk.

Find the picture of the flower. Listen. Man. Milk. If the two words
have the same beginning sound, circle yes. If they have a different
sound at the beginning, circle no. Listen. Man. Milk.



eft grin, to listen for ending sounds, Th
leel sound you heir in the word,

the picture of the
If the t

sty and th ffareni

Find the picture of the
with the same sound, cis
circle no Listen, OW

ending sound word it

Cloteo to the endings of these words.
do end with *Wow, sound, circle yes.

ounds, circle no, Listen, 440.

Listen. Wm lig', If the words end
s, If they end wtth different sounds,

Find thin pictdre of the hind, Listen, 40. ftepg. if the words end
with the same sound, circle yes. If they end wfth different sounds,
circle no Listen, cok. Auo,

Find the picture of the *Justly,. Listen. Rive. If the words

and with the seine sound, circle yes. If they end wit6 different sounds,
circle no Listen, 11.211.

Find the picture of the tt1192ft. Listen. cgm0. gm. If the words
end with the same sound, circle yes. If they and with different sounds,
circle no. Listen. cgmb, twft.

We are going to look for the capital letters and small letters that.
I name.

Find the picture of the doll. Look at the letters In that row. Find

the small d. Draw a ciri around the small d.

Find the picture of the
Circle the capital E.

Find the picture of the house.
Circle the small r.

Find the picture of the chair.
Circle the small i.

Find the picture of the kite.
Circle the capital M.

Turn to page 64.

Look at the letters In that row.

Look at the letters in that row.

Look at the letters in that row.

Look at the letters in that row.

f;7
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Oil

0/3

,v0

i411/4 Ces if you cen WO oleo capital latter* with the well lotteri
%het hole the owe nem*,

i
OW the picture of the 1j/11 Look et the coital lottorosixt to the
VW, New circle the amaIT letter in the row that ha* the owe name,

Find thorpiCtur$ the ut, Look at the cipitel idtter nest to the cot.
Circle the 601411 letter in the row that his the wear nsmo,

Find the picture of the boy, Look et thle well latter next to the hey.
CirtOtethe capitokietter In the raw that his the Sim* 0444.

.

......,....

Find the picture Of the Ø. Look 4? the well latter next to tha hat,
Circle the capitol letter "n the row that has the seine none,

Find the picture of the rall it, Look it the capital letter next to the,

rabbit. Circle the sm 11 tor n the row that has the same name.

-Q

We are going to llook for letters which stand for the beginning sounds
of words. Listen, MMf, WhiCh 1 ter steeds for the beginning wend
of mgusej Yes, M l Cheletter.

Find the picture of the son. Next to the sun Is a picture of a 0,*
Look at the letter* In the row, Circle the letter tant stands for the
beginning sound In the word hell.

Find the picture of the car. Next to the car Is a, picture of a moon,
Look at the letters In die row. Circle the letter that stands for the
beginning sound In the word moon.

Find the belie*. Next to the balloonis A pictOro of a !let's!. Look
at the leitirs fn the row. Circle thevtetter that stands feir, the
beginning sound in the word horse.

Find the book. Next to the book Is.a picture of a kite. Look at the
letters in The row. Circle the letter that stands Tor the beginning
sound in the word kite.

Find the flower. Next to the flower is a-picture of a seal. LoOk at -

the letters in the row. Circle the letter that stands for the beginning
sound in the word seal.

1 0Lio
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B/4 Now we-are going to listen for the ending sounds of words. Listen. 'Cat.
Which letter stands. for the ending sound of cat? Yes, T is the letter.

Find the picture otf the hand. Look at the picture of the leaf. Next to
the leaf-are letters. ire of the letters stands for the-s55d you hear
at the end of the wird leaf. Circle the letter that stands for the ending

. sound of leaf.

Fihd the balloon. Listen to the word train. Circle the letter that
stands for you hear at the indET themord train.

Find the chair. Listen to the word stove. Zircle the letter that stands
for the sound you hear at the end of the word-stove.

. Find the car. Listen to the word crib. Circle the letter Iat stands
,

for the sound you hear at the end of the word crib.

Find the star. Listen to the word book. Circle the letter that stands.
for the sound you hear at the end of the word book.

Turn to page 65.

V/5 We can trade letters in words just like we Can trade baseball, cards.
Think of the word man. If we trade the letter m for an f, the word man
becomes fan. ,Cets trade letters and make new words.

Find the bicycle. Look at the word rip. If you take the letter r away
from rip, and tradelt,for the letter n, you 'have a new word.. Look at
the words in the row. Circle the new Tiord.-

- Find the ball. Look at the word sad..,,If you take the letter s away
from sad aITtrade 'it for the letter 1); 'you will have a new woTd. Circle
Ahe new word. -

'd the house. Look at the word cat. If you take the letter c away
cat, and trade it for-the letter h, you will have a new word.

Circle the picture of the new word.

Find the sun. Look at the word fish. If you ti e letter f away from
fish, and trade it for the letter dl you will ha new word. Circle
the picture of the new word.

Find the bed. Look at the word top. If you iakejhe.letter t ayy
from the word top, and trade it for the letter m, you will haVela new
word. Circle the picture of the new word.
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Now let's trade some letters at the end of the words. Think of the word
can. If you trade the letter n for, the letter t, the new word is cat.

Find the moon. Look at the word rub. If you trade the letter b for an
n, you have a new word. Circle the--new word.

Find the shoe. Look at the word feet. If you trade the letter t for
a d, you have a new word. CircleEFF new word.

Find the bell. Look at the word boom. If you trade the letter m for
a k, you have a new word. Circle the picture of the new word.

.,

Find the goat. Look at the word seat. If you trade the letter t for
an 1, you have a new word. Circle the picture of the new word.

Find the flower. Look at the word tuq. If you trade the letter a. for

a. b, you have a new word. Circle the picture of the new word.

C/1L.)1ki.:
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are going to talk about how we make words mean more than one. If we
d an -s to the word star, we have the word stars.

Find the balloon. Look at the picture of the bbok. Next to the picture
the book are two words. Circle the word that means one book.

Find the chair. Look at the picture of the ships. Next to the picture
of the ships are two words. Circle the word that means more than one ship.

Find the doll. Look at the picture of the map. Next to the picture of
the map are two words. Circle the word that means one ma..

Find the cat. Look at the picture of the cups. Next to the picture of
the cups are two words. Circle the word that means more than one cup.

Find the car. Look at the picture of the hat. Next to the picture of
the hat are two words. Circle the word that means one hat.

Turn to page 66.

ils'v
k_
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D/1
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We are going to match pictures with words.

Find the car. Nextito the car is a. picture of a bird. Look at the
three wore In the row. Circle the word that names the picture.

Find the flower. Next to the flower is a picture of a sun. Circle the
word in fRiTlYi that names the picture.

. .

Find the hand. Next to the hand Is a picture of a girl. Circle the word
in the row that names the picture.

the dog. Next to the dog is a picture of a house. Circle the word
in the row that names the picture.

Find the bell. Next to the bell is a' picture of a coat. Circle the
word in the -Few that names the picture.

.(

E/1
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We are, going to listen carefully and follow directions.

Find the picture of the apple. Next to the apple you see pictures of
boys. Draw a circle around the boy with his hands behind his back.

N,

Find ike picture of the house. There you see a book, a encil and a
paper. Draw a circle between the pencil and di-iiiiier.

Find the moon. There you see a piece of pie, a piece of cake, some
cookies aiid-iiiilk. Draw a line from the cake to the milk.

Find the witch. Look at the pictures of the flowers. Put an X on the
tallest flower.

.

Find the kite. Look at the picture of the banana, the orange, and the
watermelon. Draw a line above the orange.
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E/2

61

Now we are going to taTk about things thatbelong,together.

Find the picture of the balloon. Next to the. balloon are pictures of
a fish, a bird, a plane, and a kite. Circle the picture that does not
belong with the others.

Find3 chair. Next to the chair are pictures of a bicycle, a television,
a ca ;'ilnriEus. CircTe all the pictures of things that can roll.

Find the bicycle. Next to the bicycle are pictures of a spoon, a fork,
a knife, and a monkey. Circle the picture that does not be ong with
theaFers.

Find the bed. Next to the bed are pictures of a house, an apartment
building, a sun, and a trailer. Circle the picture that does not belong
with the others.

Find the ball. Next to the ball are pictures of a flower, a tree, a
girl, and a telephone. Circle the pictures of all the things that are
living. Listen. Circle the pictures of all the things that are living.
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KEY

65,

rip nip hip nap

R/6

sip

p
cat

fish

top

rub

feet

hat bad had

run nor ran

feel feed food

boom

seat

tug

book it

AA ship ships

map maps

dup c.ups

hat hats
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seed sun run

la girl boy good
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till 12 mouse hill house

lir bat coat hat
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A/6
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We are going to listen to beginning sounds.

Find numeral one. Listen: Truck. Blow. If the two words have the

7

same sound at the beginning, circle yes. If they have a different
sound at the beginning, circle no. Listen again. Truck. Blow.

Find numeral two. Listen. White. Wheel. If the two words have the
same beginning sound, circle yes. If they have a different beginning
sound, circle no. Listen again. White. Wheel.

numeral three. Listen. Clap. Climb. If the two words have the
same beginning sound, circle yes. If they have a different beginning
sound, circle no. Listen again. Clap. Climb.

Fin numeral four. Listen. Flag. Frog. If the two words have the
sam beginning sound, circle yes. If they have a different beginning
sound, circle no. Listen again. Flag. Frog.

Find numeral five. Listen. Shell. Chain. If the two words have the
same beginning sound, circle yes. If t hey have a different heginning
sound, circle no. Listen again. Shell. Chain.

A/7
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We are going to listen to ending so nds.
..,

Find numeral six. Next to numera six are the words yes and no. Listen,
Gul.. Bulb. If the words end with the 'same sound, circle yes. If the
words elTdWith different sounds, circle no. Listen again. Gulp. Bulb.

Find numeral seven. Listen. Trash. Crush. If the words end with the
same sound, circle yes. If they end with different sounds, circle no.
Listen again. Trash. Crush.

Find numeral eight. Listen. Both. Path. If the words end with the
same sound, circle yes. If they end with a different sound, circle no.
Listen again. ,Both. Path.

Find numeral nine. Listen. Felt. Film. If the words end with the
same sound, circle yes. If they end wit a different sound, circle no.
Listen again. Felt. Film%

Find numeral ten. Listen Ghost. Dust. If the words end with the
same sound, circle yes. If they end with a different sound, circle no.
Listen again. Ghost. Dust.

78
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,We are going to listen to vowels or middle sounds in words. ,

Find numeral eleven. Listen to the middle sounds of these words. Late.

Lake. If thellgii the same vowel sound in the middle, circle yes. If
eh7 have different vowel sounds in the middle, circle no. Listen

again. Late. Lake.

Find numeral twelve. Listen to these words. Cub.. Cube. If they have
the same voweTiiT5Wd, circle yes. If they have different vowel sounds,
circle no. Listen again. Cub. Cube.

.

Find numeral thirteen. Listen to these words. Rode. Hot. Circle yes
or no. Listen again. Rode. Hot. 4

Find numeral fourteen. Listen to these words. Bed. Mat. Circle yes
or no. Listen again. Bed. Mat.

..

Find numeral fifteen. Listen to these words. Twig. Spine. Circle yes
or no. Listen again. Twig. Sine.

Tun to page 77.
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We are going to listen for long and short vowel sounds in wilds.

Find numeral one. Look at the pictures of the cap and the cape.
Listen to the vowel sounds in cap and case. Circle the picture that
has the long vowel sound in its name. ,

Find numeral two. Listen to the picture words. Rod. Road. Circle
the picture that has the short vowel sound in its name.

Find numeral three. Listen. Cheek. Check. Circle the picture that
has the short vowel sound.

Find numeral four. Listen to the three picture words. Bike. Rose.
Pig. Circle the picture that has the short vowel sound in its name.
Listen again. Bike. Rose., Pig.

Find numeral five. Listen. Rope. Gun. Lake. Circle the picture
that has the short vowel sound in its name. Listen again. Rope.
Gun. Lake.
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When we read words, we look at the letters and think of the sounds that )

they stand for. Sometimes two, or even three, letters work together'at
the begi ning of a to make sounds.

Find nume al six. Listen o the word I say. Grass. Circle the letters
that stand for the sound at the beginning of tffE7WYrd grass.

.

Find numeral seven. Listen. Wheel. Circle the letters that stand for
the sound at the beginning of the word wheel.

Find the numeral eight. Listen. Scra.e. Circle the letters that stand
for the sound at the beginning of the word scrase.

Find,numeral nine. Listen. Throw. Circle the letters that stand for
the sound at 1-hebeginning of throw.

Find numeral ten. Listen. Cheese. Circle the letters that stand for
the sound at the beginning of the word cheese.

B/8
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We are going to find letters which stand for the sounds at the end of
words.

Find numeral eleven. Next to it are three groups of letters. Listen
to this word. Shrink. Circle the letters that stand for the sound atthis
the of the word shrink.

Find numeral twelve. Listen. Lump. Circle the letters that stand
for the sound et the end of the word lump.

,

Find numeral thirteen. Listen. Much. Circle.the letters4:t stand
for the sound at the end of the word much.

Find numeral fourteen. Listen. Stick. Circle the letters that stand
for the sound at the end of the wor. stick.

Find numeral fifteen. Listen. Help. Circle the letters that stand
for the sound at the end of the word help.

Turn to page 78.
k

so
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C/2 Sometimes we add 's' or 'es' endings to base words. We say the base word
is the main part of the vord.

Find numeral one. Look at the word rakes. Circle the main part of
the word rakes.

Find numeral two. Look at the word teaches. Circle the main part of
the word teacEii.

,

Find numeral three. Look at the word switches. There are three words
in the row next to the word switches. One of them is the main part of
the word. Circle the word that is the main part of the word switches.

Find the numeral four. Look at the word boxes and the three wovds,pext
to it. Circle the word that is the main part of the word boxes.

Find numeral f* . Look at the word wants and the three words next
toto it. Circle word that is the main part of the word wants.

C/3 Sometimes we make new words by adding "d", "ed", or "ing" endings. This
changes the way the word looks, and also what the word means. You are
going to look for the main parts of words.

Find numeral six. Look at the word danced. Circle the main part of
the word danced.

Find numeral seven. Look at the word washed. Circle the main part
of the word washed.

Find numeral eight. Look at the word singing. Circle the word in the
row that is the main part of the word singing.

Find numeral nine. Wok at the word chased. Circle the word in the
row that is the main part of the word c ased. .

Find numeral ten: Look at the word ulled. Circle the word in the
row that is the main part of the word 'tilled.

1
, .
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C/4 Sometimes we put two words together to
change any part of the two words, we ca
When we put the words fire and man tog
fireman.

Find numeral eleven. Next to numeral eleven is the word lunchbox. Look
at the three small words next to the word lunchbox. Circle the two small
words that make up the compound word lunchbox..

Find numeral twelve. Next to the numeral twelve is the i,ord outside.
Look at the tET-iiiMall words next to the word outside. CircTeTETiwo
small words that make up the compound word outiTE7---

Find numeral thirteen. Next to numeral thirteen are three words: 11;

balloon,oadly. Circle the word that is a compound word.

Find numeral fourteen. Next to numeral fourteen are three words: mother,
maybe, and morning. Circle the word that is a'compound word.

Find numeral fifteen. Next to numeral fifteen are three words: guessing,
greener, grandfather. Circle the word that is a compound word.

new word.. When we do not
ew word a compound word.
have2114040bmpound ward'Id

71.

Turn to page 79.

D/2 We are going tolOatch pictures With groups of words. Groups of words
are called phrase

Find numeral one. Look at the picture next to the numeral one. Next
to the picture are three groups of words or phrases. Circle the phrase
that tells about the picture.

Find humeral two.
to the picture are
the picture.

Find numeral three.
Next to the picture
About the picture.

FinJ numeral four.
NeXt,to the picture
about the.picture.

Look at the picture next to the numeral two. Next
three phrases. Circle the phrasethattelIs about

Look at the picture next to the numerll three.
are three phrases. Circle the phrase that tells

Look at thepicture next to numeral four.
are three phrases. Circle the phrase that tells.

Find numeral fiVe. Look at the picture next tothe numeral five..
Next'to the 151EaTre are three phrases. Circle the phrase that tells
about the picturei.
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Sometimes, when we cannot read one worw 4n a sentence*,the' rest of the
sentence can help us guess what the word might be. 'FFi, example, if we
read this sentence: The dog wagged his ., but doi, not know the
.lakt,word,' we can guess what Word, wbuldmiiirioOd ,sensr, Tail. The
doge his s ta(11 .

0/ 3

8
N.

''find'hn,meral six. Lopk. at thVpictures of the, brelli, bicycle, and
moon.. '' CircleTEe picture thOinakes sense at: of this sentence.
Wien pit rains, I 'carry my' PA,

, ..

Fi ,,numeral seven. Look at the pictures of the eyeglass

ldAn glass. ,6C.TFEri the picture that makes sense a't'. ile en

''sen ence. David poured some milk into a .

6 '71 0

FLnd numeral eight. Look at the pi'cturesofAhemetales,( telephone, and
letter:', Circle the picture Irt makes sense` at th0 end of this/sentence,
My friend called/me On the

2 ,

Find numeral Look at the pictqie o'V, OctrilOuse;;tabie, and 'book:
Circle the picture - at makiso.'sense it thlaencj41fthii sentence.
Joseph was reading V 4.

4

.064,numeral ten. Look at the picture of the fdrk,.... sail boat, and airplane.,
)CteCle the: picture that:ni#1(4 sense ,a,t4the,,ehO,'Of-::tbis'' sentence.'

. On our vacation, we ;traveled olieyi;Aehe'

;*4

,

You are "going to 'hear Afte'r''Lre#14the
some (questions

v.
JASten./.to it,4Vstory.

tory,

i.

will ask' you

,"Th big cit y:Sotrietimes it seems- like
theY!e all oil the streets' W7Ith their horsns blowing. On a
rainy the cars 'seem barelYto move at al ,

Look at thewords nextAO.nbmeral eleven. They Avehorns, shouting, and
hammering'.-. Circle theword that tells aat sound the story talks .about.

LOok at the words ffeketo numeral twelve. They are clew day, rainy
day, and sunny day. Circle the works tell the kindlof day it is
wheh cari seem barely .to move.

Listen very carefullk to this story.
) "In the distance you could, hear the druins. The parade was
about to begin. First the clowns came by, followed by
the elephants."

Look at the words next to numeral thirteen. They are horns, clap' in
and drums. CirCle the answer that tells what sound cornTie ear p
the. distance.

Look.at the words next to numeral fourteen.' They are elephants, clowns,
and monkeys.. Circle the answer that tells who was first in the parade.

Continued on ''ne4 page,)

3
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E/ 3 Listen to this,story..

"On a dlear,, windy day, John was flying his kite in the park.
Soon his friends, joined him with their kites."

Look'at the words next to the numeral fifteen. They are on-a hill, at
the beach, and in a park. Circle '.the answer that tells where John fiiw
his kite.

Turn to page 80.

You are going to listen to some stories. After I read each story I will
ask you to tell when things happened in the story--first--last--or in
the middle of the story.

Find numeral ene and listen.

"Before Margaret went swimming, She checke&the temperature
to see if the water was 'warm enough. Thew she put on her
bathing cap."

.

Circle the picture that shows whaVAargaret

Find numeral two and listen.

"A dark cloud came over the sky. It rained a little; then
everything was still. When the tornado hit; the house

. 4 flew into the air."
Circle the picture that shows what happened last in the storn

t -
Find numeral three and listen. /fr'

' "Jack planted a small seed from his pumpkin. Tbe next year
6 pumpkin grew:right in his own yard. He made it into a
jack-O-Lantern."

Circle the picture that shows what happened first in the story,

Find numeral, four and isten.
t.o-

"Mark got a speci 1 birthday present. It was a model.airplane.
He.pUt it together fill. by himself: Then he went outside to
flA0t."

Circle the picture that shOws what Mark did last.

Find numeral five and listen.

"Ond snowy day, Tony made a snowball. It grew larger as
he rolled it over the snow. Then he made a perfect snowman."

Circle the picture that shows what Tony did1last.
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F/1

,;Y`i.1

We are going to play a riddle game. I will give yo1.1 some-clues, and then
I'll ask you to solve the riddle. 4

Find numeralosix. There are pictures of a cloud, plane, and kite.
Litten to these clues. Ken saw something friTgi sky. It was''g
and silver and it left a white trail behind. CircTe the pfcture that
shows what Ken saw.

Find numeral sei h . There are pictures of*a dog in ayard, dog ih a
bed, and dog inirplge, Listen, to these clues. The dog dug a big
hole in the ground to bury his bone. Circle the picture that shows
where the dog is.

Find numeral eight. There are pictures of a dentist's office, school-
yard, and supermarket. Listen to these clues. 'Please let me go, too,"
said Sarah. "I want to ride in the car and help p ck the fool:"
Circle the picture that shows where Sarah wants t go.

Find numeral nine. There are pictures of a in r da summer day, and
fall day. Listen to these clues. The air is co and the round is
frozen.- Mark is thinkin of his sled an' snowm n. Circe the picture
that shows what seasgn of the year t

Find numeral ten. :There are pictures of Hallo een, Thanksgiving, and
Valentine's Day.. Listen to,these-c14es. Davis put his Jack-O-Lentern
on the front .porch. Then he sat and waited for the door bell to ring.
CircleAhe.picture that.shows what special day it is.

Turn to page 81.
.ed

a,

Lr
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F/2 We are going to talk about how people feel.
. If you understaild'Whit 9-

somebody in a story. does something, you will understand story better.,

Find 'humeral: ones; ,l.isten to the story I tell you and then answer the
question WdraWing a circle around the correct letter. Listen.

"The other'Oys in the neighborhood would never, play with
Bruce.. ','Nery. time he asked them, they always said he was
too young. One day Bruce saw a baseball that had been hit,
over the, fence. It belonged to the big bOys. He quickly
picked it up* and threw it in a garbage can."

Whisdi0,9ruce tprow away the ball? Circle the letter beside the correct
'answer..

Findlumeral two Listen to the;

w' 1 "T red `'sbel I rar)g, and ,the ichil dren 1 ined 'up at

.ort1.2 All except Kind. She at very quiet with her
desk nd eyeq clOsed, pretending she was'lead on.

,as1

e

ans r.

on, thfS d

looked.4Ar und" a

a .bi was : corn

Why was ing? a'refi:ble he let
,Ver<-1W

t.c this

never% pal ked tcf

ui i to 1 a soom
other k s

hi, f c ulcr b rne.v r
.'s

r0,e. the letter beside the correct.

btr

tb thfi story.

:4, ed. rs.!Brown. "Thererwere two cookies
now As on y one. `'Who took it?" She

. Ussan's face was hidden, and
-her' f t..00

beside he kcorrect answer.
44

v4

wads

fiye

y venting a

w do an c

, -son as Georg
g`r'age where he a

..,'.
hoOlt fr 44.e a ways -.wal ked
Timm is 1 his. seat.

r.wou * to ..-) i nrc,---
..

he' would, II'
1 a

,/.c,

,qiicre
.A3>
etter beside t?Le"c dr;/Ct:-.answer.

- -

this'-story. --4

sev.. en Do 'clbck. George' s mother went to \ONE 1

led "George, it is...kime for you to go. to ioe'd."
rd his m. er call he' ran behind the

lb

Why did ,teorge hide? Circle the )etter beside-the correct answer.

P
LA
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KEY
10,,.

rakes

teaches

switches wit switch '4 witches

boxes box boxe oxes

wants wan wanted want

danced tqff

washed

iJw

singing song .sing sang

chased chas.ing' choose chase

pulled' 'pull pulling \--) pull

lunchbox lunc 4-r late box -

12. outside" in 'side, out
,'.

,

baseball ballOOK:'_ . :badly.

14.
.

mother'''.
. - .

maybe morning

.

i/-

guessing green6, grandfather,:
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in a boat under a boat

79

on a'hoat

by a horse on ar b "se off a horse

on a table in a table

101.4ke by a lake
"*k&

outstile
in a housea hoUse

under
a table

on a lakes

on a house

10,

.

horns shouting hammering

clear day rainy day -sunny day

lj horns clapping drums

.1.141 , elephants clowns monkeys
.

.

I

on a hill at the beach in a park

90
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1.

a,

b.

c.

He didn't like baseball.

He was mad afire big boys.

He didn't know whose it was.

o

. 2.

a.

b.

k

c.

She had many friends in school.

She didn't want to play with them.:f

She has many borthers and sisters. 4.
t ,

)

.

.

3. 0

$

,

a.

b.

She didn't like cookies. -;'---- -4
r214"..

She was afraid, of Mrs. Brown. .

Mrs. Brown hit her.

.,...

.

4.

,
a.

b.

c.

He was always playing tricks.

He was very smart.

He was very shy".' .

.

5.

---1

.

a.

b.

c.

.

He liked to play "Hide and Seek".

He was very sleepy.

He didn't like to go to bed.
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We are going to listen for parts or Syllables of words, Some words
have only one syllable, Others have more thap one syllable.

Find numeral one. The word next to ono 14 holv tganY,

party you hear In the word Mountain, Circle the n4 14 the rovL
that tells how many parts .you hear In the wor mouptA

Find numeral two. 'Listen to the word success 1, Circle the numeral
that tells ,how maw parts you hear in themwor 14E21041,

Find numeral thre'e. Listen. Like. Curcle the numeral that tells how
many parts you hear in Vut'woraiike.

Find numeral four. Listen. Wondering,. Circle the correct numeral.
Wondering.

Find numeral five. Listen. Teacher. Circle the correct numeral.
Teacher'.

A/11 Sometimes' there are letters in a word that do not stand for any sound.
These are called silent letters. Silent letters are seen, but not heard.

Find numerdl 111&The.word next to .numeral. 'six is lath. Look at the
letters in the7FeW: the'letters is seen. in the word lamb, but
not heard. Circle the letter that, is silent in thw word lamb..

Find numeral seven. The word next to numeral seven is ghost. Circle
the letter silent in the word ghost.

Find numeral eight. The word is Visten. the letter that is
silent in the word listen.

Find .numeral nine., The word is sign,. Circle the silent.letter iit the
word sign.

Find numeral ten. The word is calf. Circle the silentTetter in the
word calf.
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We ere-going to listen to vowel sounds in words, Some words have the
same vowel sound in Elio middle, end same words have different vowel
sounds In the middle.

Find numeral eleven. Listen to the middle sound of these words. Farm.
3 rt. C1riele yeti If they have the same vowel sound In the middiw.
Circe no if they have different vowel sounds in the middle, Listen
again, Farm. 5Aart.

Find numeral twelve. Listen to the middlesound of theso words. Fe'n,
Shor Circle yes or no. Listen again, Fern. Tioq.

Find numeral thirGeen. Listen to the middle sound of these words.
Fork. Circle yes or no. Listen again, Bird. fork.

Find numeral fourteen. Listen to the middle sound of these words. Burt.,
Burst. Circle yes or no. Listen again. Hurt. Burst.

Find numeral fifteen. Listen to the middle sound of these words. Cart.
Torn. Circle yes or no. Listen again. Cart! Torn.

Turn to page 91.

43

/11 We are going to listen to words that have the same middle sound and words
that have different middle sounds.

And numeral one. Next to numeral one are the words yes and no. I will
say two words. Listen to the middle sound in each: Howl. Soil. If

the words have the same middle sound, circle yes. IfrEi words have
different middle sounds, circle no. Listen again. Howl, Soil.

Find numeral two. Listen to the middle sound bf these words. Round.
Mouse. Circle yes if they have the same middle sound. Circle no if
ifiThave a dyferent middle sound. Listen. Round. Mouse.

Find numeral three. Listen.* the middle sound of these words. Toys.
Strewn. Circle 3i's or no. Listen again. Toys. Strewn.

Find numeral four. Listen to the middle sounds of these' words. ,Joys.
Floyd. Circle xei i$P no. Listen. Joys. Floyd.

Find numeral five. Listen to the middle sound of these words. Moon.
Book. Circle yes or no., Listen. Moon. Book.
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(Note: Teacher do not spell the vowel sound WeLr. Pronounce it like er.

When the letters "r" and "1" fellow a vowel , till *00 the wound or
the vowel, For example; i.ett, Car (. the "r" or t chanleb the vowel
sound.

Find 1011110P41 41X, R044 the WOrt14 i n the

word that has the "or" sound In Ii .

iw to your 01r, Cir'c'le the

Find numeral .sovon.. Road the words In the row to yourself. Circle rho
word that has.the'flaw" sound In It

Find numeral c i t._. Road the words in the row to yourself.
word that has the "or" sound In lt,

Find numeral One,. Road the words in tho row to yourself. Cl

word that has the "dr" sound In It
1.

Find numeral OM. Road the words In the row to yourself.
word that has the "0r. sound In It.

Ciret

We are going to listen for some pairs of letters that stane one sound.

Find numeral eleven: Look at the three pairs of letters. Listen to
this word. Play. Circle the pair of letters that stands for the ending
'sound in the word play,

Find numeral twelve,. Look-at the three pairs of letters. Liston to
this word. Bead. Circle the pair of letters that stands for the middle
sound in the-Word bead.

F nd numeral thirteen. Look at the three pairs of letters. Listen to
i is word. Goat. Circle the pair of letters that stands for the middle
sound in the word goat.

Find, numeral fourteen. 4)1( at die threepairs,of letters. Listen to
,this word. Tree.- Cfrcle the pair of letters -that stands for the middle
sound-in the word tree.

Find numeral fifteen. Look at the three pairs of letters. Listen to
this word. Train.. Circle the pair of"letters that stands for the middle
sound in the word train.

_Turn to page 92. r
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We are gOihtl to listen for some pairs of tatters that stand for one sound.'

Find Neural one There are throe pairs or letters in the
Liston to thiu word. Clown. Circle the pair o1 tatters that stools

for the middie sound in the word 0owft.

Find numeral two. Lluten to this word; Noiso, Circle 00 Pair or
letters that stands for the middlo sound 6-the 'word,,noise ,

, .

Find numeral throe. Liston this. woro; i. Circle the poor ot

letter sthat ideas for th.d4je sound in t et word (1TAN1

. . ,:,

Find Humorail four. Listen to Chris word.. 491.4. C.Jkle the heir of

'-jettors that 414044 for the middle sound in the wood pis.

Find numeral fi.YO. Lia.ten to this oord. Stood, "Circle the pair &
. .

letters that stands for the middle sound to the word stood,' .

4.

You aro !vino to listen for the loftand Short vowel 'sounds.

Find numeral six. Listen to this word. 'iock, Circle the letter )n4
the row that stands for the vowel sound in sock.

find numeral seven. Listen to this word. Cute.. the lett that
ttands fOrlhevowel sound In cute.

,

.

F. nd numeral eight. Osten to this,word. float. Circle the retterthat
stands for, the vowel,sound in tiettf, -

t

k

Find numeral nine. Listen to this word. Trick. Circle the letter thati>'

stands for the vowel sound in trick.
t

. .

Find numeral ten. Listen to'-this word. Pain. Cfrclje the letter that.

stands for the vowel sound in pain.

, o *.

k7

-77

,
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We are going to look at letters we put at the ends of words when we
compare two or more ihingi. /

. . .

Find numeral eleven. Look at the three words in the row. Listen care-
fully

,

and circle the word I say. Ugliest. Ugliest.
,

Find numeral twelve. Look at the three words in the row. Listen care-
and circle taW5R. I say. Sad. Sad.

.

Find numeral thirteen. Look at the word high and the two endings. Circle
the ending you would add to the word ,high to make the word higher.

.

Find numeral fourteen. Look at the word stroll) and the two endings.
Cirdle the ending you would add to the word strong to make the word
strongest.

.

Find numeral fifteen. Look at the word loud and the two end-i'ngs. Circle
.

the endings you would add to the word loud to make the word louder.
_

Turn to page 93. .
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We are going to talk/about.contractions.
. A

. ,

Find numeral one. ,Next to numeral one is the word couldn't, took at'
the-three small words next to the word couldn't. Circle the two words .
that were used to make the Contraction couldn't.

. .

Find numeral two'. Next to numeral two is the word I've. Circle the ,

two words that-1./ere used to make the contraction I've.
,

Find numeral three. Next to numeral three are the words you and would.
Look at the three contractions next to the words you and would. Circle
the contraction that is made when you put the words you and would together.

'

Find numeral four. Next to numeral four.are the words are and not.
Circle the contraction that is made when' you put the words are and not
together.

Find numeral five. Next to numeral fivg are the wdrds hd and not.
Circle the contraction that'is made when you put the words has and not
together. _
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We show sqmething belongs to someone by add4ng an apostrophe and the
letter "s" to the base word, \ .

- .

Find numeral six. Next to numeral six are two 'Words. They both Say
friends. CirEii the one you would use `ii, MY friend's

.

:house is pretty.
/>

,

\. Find numeral seven. Next to numeral seven are two words. They both .

say books. Circ e the one you would use in thi,s sentence: I have three
books in my desk.

,
.

Find numeral eight. Read the sentence next to numeral eight. Circle
the correct word to finish the sentence.

. .

Fin
.

d numeral nine. Read the question. Circle theoivect word.

Find numeral ten.,. Read 'the sentence. Circle the correct word.

D/4
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We are going to read sentences and find the matching picture.

'Filid numeral eleven. Look at the picture next to,numeral 11. Circle

0

'the letter of t e sentence that matches the picture.

Find numeral twelve. Look at the picture. Circle the letter of the
sentences that matches the, picture.
0 .

. . .

Find numeral thirteen. .Look at the picture. Circle the letter of the
sentence that matches the picture. . .

.
,

Find numeral fourteen. Look 4 the picture. Circle he letter of the
sentence that matches_the picture.

,

. . .

, I

Find numeral fifteen. Look at the picture. Circle the letter of the
sentence that matches the picture.

,

Turn to page 94.

.
.

9 8
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We are going to read some stories and choose tile title that tells the
main idea.

Find numeral one. Next to numeral one is a story of three titles. Read

the story and circle the letter of the title that tells the main idea.

Find numeral two. Read the story and circle the letter of the title,
that tells the main idea.

Find numeral three. Read the story and circle the letter of the title
Y that tells tti-F5111 idea.

Find numeral four. Read the story and circle the letter of the title
that tells the main idea.

OPP

Find numeral five. , Read the story and circle the letter 'of the title
that tells the main idea.

Turn to page 95.

F/ 3

APE..

- ,

You are going to help me finish some stories. I'll read a part of a sfory-
to you.- Then you will chooe the way you think the Story will end.

Find numeral one. Listen to this story:
"It was Michael's birthday. There was'the birthday cake
with nine lighted candles. What will happen next?"

Look at the three answers. Circle the letter of the sentence that tells
what will probably happen.

Find numeral two. Listen to this story:
"Mother got the meat and vegetables'out of the refrgeratols.
After.cleaning them, she put them into a pot on the stove and
turned on the flame. What will happen'next?"

Circle the letter of the sentence that tells what'will probably happen.

Find numeral three. Listen to this story:
"Margaret got a dish towel and then went to the sink. What
will Margarq%probably do?"

Circle the letter of the sentence that tells what will probably happen.

Find numeral four. Listen to this story:
"It was a rainy afternoon. Jack got out.his paper and
crayons. What will Jack probably do next?"

Circle the letter of the sentence that tells what will probably happen..

Find numeral five. Listen to this story: ,

"Bill's father said, "If ybu clean up your room, you may go,to the
movies." Bill sat and watched T.V. What will probably happen?"

Circle the letter of the sentence that tells what will probably happen.
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You are going to play detectii. I'll .give you someclueS, then you can
solve the mystery by answering a question.

Fi eral six. Listen'to these clues:

"Miguel couldspeak only Spenish When he went to school
for the first time he wanted to be friendly with the other
students What di Miguel do when the students came up to
him?"

'Girdle the letter of the correct answer.

Ftnd numeral seven. Listen to these clues:

"It was Halloween. Bob had to finish his dinner before he
could.go trick...or-treating. What did Bob do?"

:Circle the letter of the correct answer.

Find numeral eight. Listen to these clues:

"Jak&wanted to go skating with hi'S friends. Jake didn't
have any skates. What did Jake do?"

Circle the letter of, the correct answer.

Finp numeral nine. Listen*to these chies:,

"Sylvester the cat loved to chase mice. One day a niouse
walked right by Syivester. What did Sylvester do?"

Circle the letter of the correct answe'.

Find numeralrten. Listen to these clues.

"Mrs. Brown choos'e Susan to be the princess in.the school
play. Susan got the mumps. What did Mrs. Brown do?"

Circle the letter of the correct answer.

10,0
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.40

mountain
WIIIMOIMPAMW

/sutcessf ul

like

'wondering

teacher
1

2

\Am s.
lamb

ghost

I isten

61 gn

"calf

g.

t h

An2 11, Yes No

12.
,\ Yes No

13, Yes

114,

No

Yes No

Ye,s No
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KEY

ff5 uglier ugly ugliest

12, sadder saddest

,
.

sad

13, high er est

14.

..-

. strong .

er 'est

15. .loud
est er
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KEY

..

couldn't

I've

yo
.14

would
. ,

art? not .
......

has not

.

.

'k

^PP, PPe rpP,

1

,

t couldno,,

heive \ I w111

i you'll, you're you'd
.._, ,. ._.

,......

Aren't arn't , areno't

L
r , ,

haven't hasn't hasen't
.

7,

. .

.

friend's friends

.

.

books book's

8,

1

The ( tiees, bee's1 ) are In the hive. .

9,
,

Is this Sues, Sue's. ) coat?

10,

.

Dan has a loth of toy ( boat's, boats ).

4. ,

/4 11, , 1di,1

a. The water is washing the street.
b. The fireman is turning off the water.
c. The firemen is putting .nut the fire.

12.

a. The little girl is sleeping in bed.
b. The little girl is looking at T.V.

_c. The little girl is getting out of bed.

13,

14,

eia

ai:
: .)

a. The friends laughed at the funny joke.
b. The friends walked toOther.
c. The friends started to read.

*
71
w4

a. The boy-opened the gift.
b. The boy fell with the gift.
c_ the boy cArrieethe gift.

15,

a. The milkman is buying the milk.
b. The milkman is bringing the milk.
c. The milkman is drinking the milk.

1 4
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laY

3,

4,

5,

It 400Wod and snowed all dav,
Mody 1)0000 didn't like All
that 404W. Out rod ,04 hdpny,
Now he tots lit 440 his now sleC

Marie could not believe her
0Yes. Right there on the
sidewalk was something green.
At was d d01 14r bill

Sandy\had 4 loose tooth. She
pulled\and pulled dt.ft, but
it would not come out. One
night the tooth came out all
by itself.

The surprise was on its way.
The children could hardly
wait. At last it came. It
was a new color television.

t,t

4, Makinu 4 no n

h, A Happy hey

A Rainy Day

4. 640d tuck tor Marie

b. Sidewdlks In Our town

C. Playing Outside

A. Sdndy's Loose Tooth

b. A Long Night

c. Going to the Dentist

a. The Surprise

b. Children I Like

C. The Best TV Show

The alarm clock rang. Judy
jumped up and began to get
dressed for school. Then
she remembered it was Saturday.

a. One Saturday Morning

b. Getting Dressed

c,. Waking Up
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KEY

r

Miellael will blew WA the candlec,
b MuChaeI will taut kheicAke,
c, Micheel will lighepnthe candles.

4. Mother will 00 shopping.
b. Mother will set the table.
c. Mother will get ready fur bed.

. Margaret will dry her hair.
6. Margaret will dry the diches. e°

c. Margaret will Ala the table.

a, Jack will go out to play.
b. Jack will draw a picture.
*. Jack will watch televiiion.

a. Dill's father will go to the movies.
b. OM wIll gojoto the movies,
c. Rill will vat go to the movies.

a. He said "hel le' in English.
b. He didn't speak to anyone.
c He said "hello" in Spanish.

a. He ate as slowly as he could.
b. He only ate his dessert.
c. He ate a quickly as he could.

a. He borrowed a pair of skates.
b. He went without skates.
c. He borrowed a bike:

a. He ran away from the mouse.
b. He chased his own tail.
c. He ran after the mouse.

a. She canceled the play.
b. She put oh the play without that part.
c. She let another girl play the part.

05
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